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I SUMMARY

This report presents a semi-em"pirical (non-Gaussian) model for the

obscurants that may be generated by military activity. These include

smoke and obscuring aerosol munitions, dust clouds generated by non-nuclear

explosive munitions, and dust generated by military-like vehicles. The

g field data and some laboratory expe4riments are discussed.

Basically the approach adopted here is to generate a predictive model

that will permit the analyst, as well as the field operator, to establish

the thermal and space-time history of the obscurant cloud and the concentra-

tion o: tne obscurant therein. The input data for the predicrions are readi-

ly available to the user. In a similar vein, the explosive dust model sub-

sumes the smoke dispersion model.

The basis, justification, and validation for the varioue: algorithms

are presented, and the mathematical expressions to find the mean values and

the deviations of the obscurant concentration spatial-temporal behavior.

f Directions for model improvement are -4scussed.

Lastly, an attempt is made here to present, at the ends of sections,

a calculational sche-m to compute the neeassary parameters to establish

the effect of the various obsc¢r4nts on battlefied electro-optical

systems.
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1.1 BACKGROUND

This is a final report on the General Research Corporation (GRC)

effort dealing with the formulation of a model to describe obscurants

and their behavior in a military environment. The effort, during the

past two years, has been sponsored by the Night Vision & Electrooptics

Laboratory under Contract DAAK02-74-C-0366, and ably monitored by L. Obert.

The model initially addressed the dispersion of smokes and other
1

obscuring aerosols. Emphasis was given to a model that can readily be

used in combat simulation models; however, the physical aspects of the

model were sufficiently broad and accurate that it could be used for a

variety of applications. Subsequently the model has been extended to in-

clude explosive and vehicle-generated dust.

The explosive dust model has two stages. The initial dust cloud is

determine ý.y -.he hydrodynamics of the explosion (high-explosive) process,

and the dispersion of this cloud is described by the smoke dispersion model.

Hence, the overall utility of the model becomes broader. It should be

noted that the explosively dispersed bulk whice phosphorus shell (155 mm)

can, if desired, be modeled like explosive dust.

During the past several years the US Army has conducted extensive

field test programs. Data derived from these efforts have been employed

here to some extent to assist in validating the concepts used. However,

full access and use could have furthered the formulation of a more thorough,

flexible model. The reasons for this statement are as follows:

1. The field test data represent a large body of unique

data on the generation and turbulent dispersion of

various aeeosol generators, particularly quasi-

instantaneous types.

1Zirkind, R., An Obscuring Aerosol Dispersion Model, GRC Report 231, Vols.
I and II, December 1978.
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2. Verification of the laboratory experiments and theoretical

results would have been possible.

Unfortunately, the data have been "shoehorned" in a preconceived dispersion

model. Hence new model development by the US Army is a remote possibility

and many important questions may remain unanswered.

1.2 APPROACH

The objective of the sponsored effort has been the development of a

model that can readily predict the properties of a dispersing aerosol cloud

produced by military munitions and smoke generatora. To meet this objective

a semi-empirical approach was adopted to be consistent vith conventional

military procedures, field conditions, and physical phenomena. Secifica11y,

the chemical officer has a limiced set of data for planning purposes and

therefore the inputs should be consistent with this fact.

Of greater importance is the fact that existing represencations of

diffusion based upon Gaussian distribution functioas appear too inadequate

for aerosol releases at or near ground level where the entire dispersal

process occurs within, at most, a several minute period. Examination of

gust data for 1-sac sampling and 5-min and 10-mmn averaging periods exhibit
2

large difference.s. This implies that a very large sample of instantaneous

concentration values would be required to approach a Gaussiat, distribution

and obtain the mean value. On the other hand, the fluctuations per se are

of equal import since periods of low concentration along che line of sight

of a sensor, comparable to acquisition time, would defeat th. usage of the

obscurant. Further the several obscurants used are initially buoyant

plumes; i.e., they release significant thermal energy, and therefore a

fraction of their temporal behavior is dominated by heat exchange and not

momentum exchange.

For the above reasons, the approach taken was to eimablish th4 mean

concentrations on the basis of experim•atal data using Pasquill stability

""Exploring the Atmosphere's First file," (H. H. tettau and D. Davidson.
eds.), Vol. 1, Perga=on Press 1937. (roeedings of the Grear Plains
Turbulence Field Program.)



parameters and establish the variations therefrom, again from experimental

observations.

In the main text we will provide the background material to justify

the various rules adopted for the proposed models and :he models proper.

Although we have discussed the obscuring aerosol, the remarks are

equally applicable to explosive dust; that ts, we have developed a semi-

empirical model to describe the cratering phenomena aud subsequent dis-

persion of the dust cloud. Once this cloud is "r;tabilized," its dispersion

is handled like that of any aerosol cloud.

The report is divided into three parts: Part 1 - Smokes and Obscuring

!rosol Model; Part 2 - Explosive Dust Obscuring Model; and Fart 3 -

Vehicular Dust Obscuring Model. Collectively, the three modeil constitute

a "dirty" battlefield atmospheric rrodel.

this writer recognizes that improvements can be made in these models;

however, additinonl experiments and analyses are required to establish the

braes for the improvements.

"S
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I

i I MODEL DEVELOPmENT SYNOPSIS

I. I -TRODUCTION

In Ref. I we presented a semi-empirical model that can predict the

spatial-temporal characteristics of the aerosol cloud produced by smoke

and other obscuring aerosol sources (artillery shells, mortars, smoke pots,

and aerosol generators). These characteristics are: (i) mean concentra-

cion, (2) path length, and (3) radiation transfer. In addition, Ref. I

provided several validations of the proposed model where the detonated

municions were either bulk white phosphorus (TdP) or phosphorus suomunitions

(WP wicks).

Ref. I addressed the following topics: source size data; fluctua-

tions effects; and the moel structure for quasi-exothermic and non-

exothermic obscurant sources. However, topics not discussed therein:

(a) A treatment of the still air case (mean wind speed, u = 0)

(b) Field test data

(c) Extinction coefficient data

are treated in this report; we extend here the model presented in Ref. i.
*rIn the remainder of this section we summarize the discussion; and in Sec. 2

(2.: to 2.5) the reader will find a complete discussion and several addition-

al validations.

1.2 MODEL EX7ENSION A•D MOWDIFICATION

1.2.1 Concentration Fluctuations

I The experimental concentration data exhibit small and large scale

fluctuations about a mean value. :% Ref. I we indicaced that horizontal

wind-speed variations can account for tha overall concentration fluctua-
tions; however, the available sampling datca could, at best, provide an

estimate of the standard deviation.

Zirkind. R., An Obscuring Aerosol Dispersion Xodel. GRC Report 231, Vols.
'" I I acd 11, Uce-•ber 1975.I
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Since the atmospheric stability descriptor used in our model is

the Pasquill Category (Ref. I), we have selected fluctuation data that

have been correlated with Pasquill Category; see values given below.

Pasquill Category A B C D I". F G

J(u) 1.13 1.2 i.6 1.33 1.08 0.89 0.51

u IS!u 0.2 0.18 0.20 0.2 0.18 0.17 0.14

where u'RELS is the root mean square of the horizontal wind-speed fluctua-

tion u', and J(u) is the standard deviation of u. For use in the model,

the U'RRIS value should be used to obtain an estimate of the small-scale

fluctuations.

The larger scale fluctuations of interest here occur with a period

on the order of 40 to 60 sec; however, data available from field tests

have not been analyzed. These fluctuations are responsible for the

pheno3menon known as intermittency (when the concentration approaches a

near-zero value for a period of about 40 to 60 sec). The available data

indicate that the effect occurs at random times and, therefore, a statis-

tical model is required if the impact on sensors is to be treated accurately.

1.2.2 Aerosol Dispersion

The basic algorithms to find the cloud growth for u > 0 have remained

unchanged; however, the rise of the buoyant cloud has been clarified and

updated. For example, when the atmospheric stability is unstable or neutral

then the final rise, Hm is
max

AUH--l.6F1 /2 (3.5x,) 2 / 3  u

where x, - 14F5/8 for F < 55 mr/sec3

X, -34F 0 4 for F > 55 mo/sece

in which x, transition distance and F 3.6 10-5 (heat release/sec)

10
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Similarly, chu values of y and z, the lateral and vertical coordinates

respectively, have been given as continuous funczioni Lo0" uaLdble to stabie

atmospheric conditions; see Appendix C.

Lastly, we suggest the following rules be used for still air, u 0:

(i) For an instantaneous sour,-. the maximum rise is

H m 1. 8 9 Q0`.25 (m)

(2) For a t-aintained source

t'Where s C.T1)+ 7

The definitions of rhe above are as follows:

g gravitation acceleration (m/sec)

" adiabatic lapse rate

JT/2.Z a actual lapse rate

T - ambient absolute temperature ('K)

The shape of the aerosol cloud is assumed to be a right circular cone. w•th

a vertex angle of 52'.

In Ref. I we omitted the effect oi a ground or 4levated iavergilow

layer on the growth of the aerosol cloud. :n Sec. 2 the rules art provided

for various atmcipheric stability conditions and ;re lacorporatee into the

model structure, Sec. 3.

1.2.3 Model Issues

We will now discuss sevoral topics that require turttrer clarification

and probably additional research and developrt-t.

!U



Source Size

'he experimental daca defining the initial cloud size generated by

nuni~ions fllEed with bulk phosphorus are limited. These data would in-

dicate that the i.ltial cloud dimensions are large; e.q., the I.: value of

Che radius and height for in artillery-delivered 155-=m shell are -8 m and

3 m, respectively; and within several seconds the donwind dimension, x,

canr .e an order of magnitude greater than the calculated value, where

x - wiad-speed ' time. The irportance of this parameter is twofold:

(1) i: .Ives us the distribution of tne source material for buoyancy cal-

culations; and (2) £t is the mathematical representation of the source,

I.e., whether the source is a quasi-point or a dlstributed type. If the

bu.k zaterial is spread over a large area tren the buoyancy will be less

than Lf, as assumed In týhe odel, the material -'s released within a small

area. `Witý' respect to the dispersion modeling, if we assume a distributed

source, then the cloud development would be s.miiar f:o the treatment used

for submunicions like che white n•osphort.3 wicks. Since the model repro-

duces the observed cloud geometry quite accurately from statically fired

munitions, we assert that the bulk material is concentrAted in the vicinity

of the det,)naLion. Also, the obser-ed cloud at early times (;stveral

seconds) is a visible phenomenon generated by small quanc'itlas of che :ot'l

f'll weight aand the zoupling of the hIgh-expiosive burszer with the W?.

7hi:z topic is diiscusied In greater deta-il in Sec..

This ijs4t and the Surn ti.= require dxiiona p cx rimentat.on and

res~r_'%to Pro-tide. 4 more iolid b4ai to ýhiji and othewr moda*`.s

Frthe white phoaporus tubmuictlotts the s~tatoaLi il=1r

patiulrl :Q t~w rotnd disperiioa p~trn oi r-the wi.cki 4e vcd.e for livt

f.ia is*. Alrhu?,a twe propord Ji pirsiion pattcn s lto.:hrec l±aear

4:'ayi in wr del. ytldi Vod0 4greament with exp.i~efti, ~--v 3irr41

~ CZ%~4t~Qft to ~aLb stc4 a

Ote gTotuad 1i~psersion pattcrn Alld ;Aditi~4# bUr'n ti-, 4ad r~co

Fir the tcu i .i~ thi t-i- ± ~i.

I L1 :t, 1,r frthe '411. i ff40Ln4-t-cLn
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E fic ienc'-

.he litera:ure specifies :he fil" weight of the active basil

chemilcals; however, the percentage of conversion to smoke faccor,effi-

cienc! is not available except in a qualitative sense. For example, we

find such scatemencs as "any material entering a pool o, water is no- con-

verted to smoke" or "'fragments will be buried in soft dirt". E!identiy,

this should be quantified by experimentation. :n the interlim we have

assumed chat the efficiency for hard dirt is 100%; however, in soft dirt

or "muck" the values are 35% and 50% respectively.

=-xtnction Coefri.z ienc

"'he spectral extinction coefficient is a ,:ritcal parameter to estab-

lish the optical properties of che obscuring cloud; however, the values for

:he different obscuraa:s are not firmly established. For example, the

values are dependenc or the particle size disrcribucions. Field data Indicate

that the size disrL-ibucion iarfes during the lifeuime of the obscuring .:loud,

and that the 5 istribution descriptors, mass mean diameter (Mf) and geom=-ri:

standard deviati:on (:7;,di::er Irom the talues u-ied in 'aboratory experiments

to obcan :.ae spectral extinction zoeiflcients. '4 should be noted th-ct

these and related topics are dlscussed in Sec. 2.

~ience an in-depth 4a ly5si oz' -h4 ~iea cast dlata .s ntce~iiary to

ostabish zh4 iptectrAl excfinc!Loa zoof~it-Lert; that Lis zorrea'4td the

labor-acory daca. irddpendernt conc ntracion 4ad pirztclaie-l Iaz4a. 4:ul

t~L5O~fit~rdata.

vaoyw stron~ly that an arw tlvtcAl 4ud esrt

program q Cdthato ho ?roparw.c f m

he ý_atam.Lzoru y iwQcn r iL.4t -11 4

iI
'5'
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BASIC CONCEPTS

2.1 GENERAL

The basic objective of the obscurant model is co determine, to some

degree of accuracy, sensor performance whe-i an obscurant cloud exists in

the field of view of the sensor. This may imply the temporal history of

the path transmission, cloud radiance (self or reflected), or other param-

eters that affect sensor performance. ,o calculate these parameters for

d!fferent obscurant sources several factors are required, and these are as

follows:

I. Source z'haracteristicss

2. Description of the aerosols produced by the source

3. Spatial-temporal history of obscurant aerosol

concentration

Environmental interaction with the aerosol cloud

production and development

With the exception of tht first, the remaining facto•s are CharaccerIzed

by tht turbulent diffusion of source material in the environment. In the

next several sections we preaent a discussion ,;t aach factor.

!1.2 S0URICE CI.RACTER I ST ICS

the , filZ. wei.zht. hurst radius. iad Other technical

data f•or inventory munitioan are ?ven in US A,-y 9tbL.¢azons (YXg-1U7.

3$, e ). 3 4:)i these data ihaetz irý 4 n Ui Appefd4 A. .en P.

tveloýmenral itemst 1.ncl~i t4e baitiorns tuch 4,- whica qho~phorcus aedgd*
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2.2.1 Source Size

The charac,-er os the smoke obscurant is of interest to the cloud dis-

pers io. JWe consider smoke pots and fog oil generators as point emitters.

Until further data are available, we consider that munitions filled with

wedges, wicks, or olasticized phosphonrs produce ground patters that can

be simulated as linear arrays. This gap in our kniowledge needs to be

:Ll.ed by further explicit tests.

in our model, we assume that artillery shells and mortars deli-ering

the bulk white ohosphorus are quasi-point sources; the source is in-

variaat with the shell and mortar size. Since this material is a maJor

smoke cloud gendrator, we will consider it here in greate: detail than Ln

Ref. i and include the Initial cloud development.

Dolce and Xetz3 -have attempted to characterize the 4moke cloud foma-

tion and development for static firings and artillery-delivered bulk white

phosphor'us. We will first exam~ine the source size data. Figure I presents

the Dýilce and Xecz data along with older data, .he half-width of the source

radius, 7 YS' and the source height, :ZS" 11 should be noted that these

values refer. :o the cloud dimensions and not cha ground mass discribution.

Several additional values are added from the Fall 1977 Dugway tests.

Zhe artillery cur-ie i hiiher chan the mortar curvi. We w*il now

4ttempt to explain this and other data.

In F4. 2 we have Plotted the initial 4 subsequent cloW rise for

a 60-=m aortar a-nd a ',55-= artillerv sAhell. Wv ob4-dt-ve zhAt Ch4 olt~e.

centroid lhau A dti evnt timd hi-tory than the4 iaitiAl clou~d rii4 ýid :sub-

iteiuet:"nt~ nelght. In Re,' 3 1ha Chari id-d-1Z.4ey a "wea.POR phazae"

t.e(t ). `*hlo tt= corr spondi to th4 ti=m intorval frow d~tal

j ~a oi the hi.N, xloiv to the, ti= thd Cloud becace& whicq. `.4.. *'3*41
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i~s orange glow. The mean values of the weapon phase time for several

munitions are given below, along with the weights cf high explosives used

to disperse the white phosphorus. An examination of the times clearly

Munition HE (ib) WP (lb) tw (suc)

60 mm 0.025 0.75 0.44

81 mm 0.08 4.0 (1.75) 0.56

4.2 in 0.73 .0.75 0.87

105 mm 0.51 3.83 -0.6

155 mm 0.83 15.6 1.1

indi(:ates that they correlate with the mass of HE; that is, the mean cloud

temperatures would be at mean ambient for times equivalent to tw (see

Part 2). Further, the power released by the HE is approximately 100 times

greater than that from the oxidation of the white phosphorus within the

initial 25 msec. At later times (- 1 sec intervals), the WP material, with

the exception of the rare large piece, will be oxidized and converted to

phosphoric acid.

Hence, the initial rapid rise for t .: 5 sec is primarily due to The

HE detonation and some entrained phosphorus particles; however, the effect

on the vertical cloud rise behavior at later times is negligible. This may

be Justified on energetic considerations: the beat release/unit weight is

approximately the same for HE and WP, whereas the ratio WP/HE varies fzom

8:1 to 30:1; therefore, the total impact on overall buoyancy is small.

However, the turbulent flow generated by the HE fireball may be responsible

for the early history of a WP smoke cloud.

The effect of the large difference between the quantity of WP and HE

in the two weapons is now clear. For 60-mm, the small quantity of HE, the

effect is small and the centroid is not different than the "source";

however, for the 155-mm the explosive effect and certainly the quantity of

WP is larger. The latter is responsible for the significant centroid rise.

18



In Ref. 3, the initial dispersion of cloud in the downwind direc-

tion (x-axis) is not addressed except that jXS = 'iYS for wind speeds

S4 mps (see Fig. 1). The latter statement is inconsequential since

the data indicate that the cloud length at the end of the weapon phase may

be in excess of 100 m; see Fig. 3. Beyond this time the axial growth is

characteristic of mean wind-speed magnitude; i.e., x = u x t. These

results are not dissimilar for static and dynamic detonations; e.g., a

static firing of a 105-mm had a ground dispersion of -61 m. If a signif-

icant amount of bulk phosphorus is dispersed, these data are difficult to

understand.

A simple explanation is possible of the overall dispersion observa-

tions discussed in Ref. 3 and similar tests; that is, a small quantity of

material can generate a cloud "apparent" to the observer or camera. Act-

ually, this cloud has a low concentration but with sufficient glare to be

interpreted as a significant cloud.

If the phosphorus is dispersed over a large area, then the engulfed

air volume would quickly reduce the buoyancy since the volume increase
2surface area : (dispersion width) . Hence there should be a marked effect

on plume rise; however, the plume rise data agree with experimental and

analytical models of quasi-point buoyant plumes to be described later and

therefore the quantity of dispersed material is assumed to be small.

In view of the limited data in Ref. 1, e.g., extremely unstable con-

ditions for the static firings and other similar uncertainties in other

test results on cloud geometry and dispersion, we cannot resolve the above

problem. A definitive experiment is required.

2.2.2 Burn Time

Salomon and Peterson4 reported their findings on burn race and time

for several types of smoke m-initions. The burn rates for HC and WP (wick/

It should be noted that the validations performed here show excellent agree-
ment with single and multiple rounds that explicit, valid data are required

"F prior to making major model modification.
4 Salomon, L. L., and E. Peterson, Testing of Smoke Munitions ane Submunitions,

Paper H, Proceedings of Lhe Smoke Symposium II, April 1978, DRCPM-SMK-T-003-

787, June 1978.
19, , .
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wedge) are sho,.-n in Figs. 4 and 5. We observe thac the rates are rela-

tively uniform for iC and W? "'wick) but nonuniform for the RP wedge, Fig.

6. Since the sample is small, a sl:gle characteristic may be appropriate

"-or phosphorus. de assume 1lne~r burning for 'WP and the rate for HC as

given in Fig. 4.

The burn cimes for the various submunitions as reported by Salomon

and Petersonri are given in Table i. tt should be noted that '!) the R?

munitions are wedges or wicks and (2) the second 155M. should read 155M2.

TABLE 1

SUBMUNITION BURN TIME

Munitiion Tye Time (min)

1535M! HC 2.3
155M1 HC 1.3

105 mm HC 2.0

6" Wick W? 6.5
3" Wick WdP 7.8

2.75" Wick W? 4.3

81 mm (Navy) RP 4.3

81 mm (German) RP 3.6
135 mm (Navy) RP 6.4

The burn cime for several foreign rounds _ir given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

BURN TIME FOR FOREICG41 ROUNOS

Type Time (min)

82 mm Mortar 0.33

120 Kn vrtar 4.75
112 2m A rt-ilIear y -9.0

130 mm Art.llery >5.0 'I

21
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First, if the burn times in Table 2 are for bulk white phosphorus

(WP) and not plasticized white phosphorus (PWZ) then they are not in

agreement with the foreign literature. Second, the weight of WP is re-

latively low to burn for such long periods; that is, on the basis of

firing replacement rates the estimate burn times are extremely long. The

results for the 82-mm mortar are longer than for the US 81-mm mortar where
5

80% is oxidized in ýS2 sec and the balance in •10 sec.

Lastly, the experimental data on concentration histories do not

agree with Salomon and Peterson's data.

In the Dugway tests held in the fall of 1977, where inventory smoke

munitions were tested, the 4.2" WP mortar like the 81 mm is primarily

oxidized rapidly (!2 sec). To support this we note that the concentration
3is -0.8 g/m at I sec, 55 m from the origin; within 10 sec the entire

quantity is oxidized.

The impact of the explosive-generated thermal environment on the

kinetics of bulk Dhosphorus does not appear in the literature.

With respect to HC canisters the following burn time data were

provided by the Program Manager (PM)/smoke-obscurants:

Munition Burn Time

155 mm M1 120-240 sec

155 mm M2 60-240 sec

105 mm MH 180 sec

It should be noted that the M2 has - 50% the fill weight of the Mi. rhe

above do not differ from the earlier results, but the obscuration oi smoke

pot emission is simple compared to that of an explosive munitions like a

mortar or artillery round.

5private communication, CSL Edgewood Arsenal, 1 December 1978.
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The estimates made by Salomon and Peterson are qualified by them

and relate to mass loss. In the next paragraph we discuss the burn time.

The fill weight specified in a standard munitions manual gives the

basic weight of basic chemicals that can generate an obscuring aerosol

cloud. For munitions delivered by artillery, mortars, or rockets, the fuze

altitude (or type) is important since for a near or on-ground burst the

ground hardness plays a role in conversion efficiency. If the ground is

soft or adjacent to water then part of the fill material may be embedded

in the subsurface matarial and not available to the aerosol production

process. Also an efficiency factor appears to exist for smoke pots; that

is, the entire material is not converted into an obscuring aerosol cloud.

Soviet pots appear to have efficiencies as low as 40%, a low value.

Observations ')y US sc-urces are unknown to this writer; however, highly

efficient smoke pota should not be difficult to produce.

Thus we assume that for ohosphorus munitions the fill efficiency

is = 1 for hard pack dirt, 85% for loose dirt, e.g., olowed field, and

:.3 0% for "muck." For smoke pots, it is again assumed that if the pot

ignites with the outlets exposed to the atmosphere then the efficiency

"=1; actually, the value, on the average, is less. Further, the per-

centage of upright canisters is <100%; the exact number is not available.

2.2.3 Yield

The yield factor is defined as the final mass to the initial mass
6

available for srokc generation. Johnson and Forney published yield

results for various smoke materialh. These are summarized it slgebt-aic

form, where RH - relative humidity:

Y(WP) - 3.8 + 0.003 (OWX - 10).6

Y(ZnClý) 1 I + 0.051 (RUZ - 5)0.85

Y(AlCl 3 /HISO 4) 2.3 + 0.016 ( -20)'"

Y(Fo& Oil) a 1

6Johnson, H. C. and P. D. Forney, The Effectivetess of O0tcur,',ng Smokes,
ORG Edgeiwood Arsenal, 1972 (unpublished).
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Recently Rubel7 published theoretical yield results for white

phosphorus which agree with che Johnson and Forney theoretical results.

On the other hand, field measurements of concentrations would indicate

that lower values give becter agreemenc: Y(WP) - 2.9 + 0.C03 (RUI* -

)i.6"'. A Ihumid.ty the difference is - 1.74, a malor

difference that could not be accounted for in observed and calculated

values of aerosol concentration unless several factors compensate for

the diffecr-Lce.

For completeness, we cite two recent studies that consider the physico-

chemical problem of phosphorus/phosphoric acid8' 9 , where the former con-

slders ?article size and kinetic times.

With respect to kinetic times, the various stages are modeled with

the exception of the oxidation (combustion pro.:ess), which is responsible

for the heat release and subsequent conversion to phosphoric acid. Clearly,

the large variations in burring times should have an effect upon the over-

a!. particl.e size *Ilsc:ibucion, etc. F-rther, the environmenc created by

the high-explosive bursters should alter the inrtial amount of oxygen and

moisture available for chemical reactions and thch state variable of

pressure aad cemperature.

1. 3 DATA ?R3OBLb..S

2.3.1 Extin•t•on Coefficints

One of the aioniziag prob!.m= for the wielor (4ad anaiyst; is th4

=gnicude of the speetral "tIcto c .oeficeati (a4cnand 4c~tdiag)

Rubel, '. 0. ±Loicing~~e zh*:rpF Siý v YieU 5'tcor: of 4 a ino

und~c raei..tl Conditin* AC$M-:1-'O718037.S~~ ~r~o
.VG. Nov,,-,er 197d.

Rubel. G. 0.. An Aqqogol KinqF-L't ý- r thi- 4
phoý2hru h)aod ?e. of ak yoSMQSn tZU. W9

R. H.. a. 0. qtubq4*. And K. ý(n. S"4ei'tn. AC.14ZVi Fft=!JA.tv ý
oe th Inftrar- 4ntiacim by Avaa ~~iAdQkh~.ý AZ.J .. Prc of

Sw-k sImoi= 1N
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for the different obscuring aerosols. For exampte ,Xilham gives the
1

extinction coefficient it 1.06 =m for HC/RP as 1.5 m'/g, whereas derived

values from the field data are 0.98 (NC) ;-.nd 0.59 (WP); see Table 3.

The dlifferences between laboratory and field trial data are difficult to

rationalize ior sev•.ral reasons:

I. The concentration hiscory at the transm-Issometer is dif-

ferent than the values at the -ampler, therefore, cor-

relation is iot probable.

2. The particle size distribution in the field changes with

time, and, therefore, the distributions characteristic of

the extinction coefficient are unknown.

3. droadband devices are utilized; e.g., the 9.75-=m trans-

missometer actually covers from -- 9 to 1 uam; see Table

3. Now the integrated extinction coefficient i- a

function of the detecto; spectral response and the spectral

extinction coefficient so that the "effective" extinction

coef•ficient depends on the C - I value. Hence, the sug-

gested field values for ":&" is not obvious.

Conversely the ability to validatae the cransmissometer measurements from

. predicted C • L vs. time curve wilU be difficult due to the repeated

adviations in the experimentally determined extinction coefficients.

We will now examine thd 1aboracury and field data. and the impact

of p4rticle tiza on the accuracy f s•petral . xtinction coefiicients

when a tran smdometer is used.

$.ubdl (Rei. 7) report= ".hat at 36% relative humidity he found for

the phosphoru.i particlej thait the tuais mediaa diameter Q1-24 .= 4nd

g.eaat 1 dtaadard deviatiou. : 1.34,' vwhrie th4 pdrticle siz is

Smk;, Lgvo Aruna~i Report ED-SP-77002. Ju~ne 1976.
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defined by a log-normal distribucion. An analysis of several Dugway trials

was performed here for particle size c-a.acteriitcs where the relatlve

humidity varied between 32'. and 36%. The results -,re given in Table 4 for

the average values. Clearly the spread is greater than zan be attributed

TABLE 4

BULK PHOSPHORUS SMOKE PARTICLE SIZE
QISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS

Tes_.t Munition RM (M)_ (.%)

D?1-002-T34 155 m 3.39 2.-3 35.0

DPI-002--T!6 4.2 1.14 1.76 34-1

DPI-005-Ti16 130 ".' 3.38 2.0 32.6

?1i-002-T24 1.95 5m 2.65 2.08 36.2

DPI-C05-Tiz 122 1.795 1.83 31.6

to s:azistical variToion. Further. .he observed field daca show -6ic-e

dependence on size diaribucion where settling or coa ulAcion proceses

are insiia.nicana If not nonexiitent; s4 Fig. 7.

Hence. ii the aer3sol distribCtuios for W? arýe -, c.e depcdant and

muniti~on rlted, thern the use of tra~is ibsomeLar~i to ez~lish concantr4-

ion hisrort , s 4 ublc¢t o further validadton. ',A now dlscus• hi4.

impoatnt toic

The deteri~ion of th aerav1 4ncnc~ton in 4 b .4nc:oud

h-4i been mide by aro.,ol (phipdr 4nd~e tor -n There

is 4n extensive li,,ratur on s~ln zoaM Iiquon and hilitzluii1.

ýwie i-;acrumf.r he dtrýica used in thew fied by tes pron.cdi voAdl

bo dxr=-Oly v ut;4bl. 14h4 re~soa 43 04 dc bil-it i ;op~~t
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contribution of atmospheric fluctuations in the temporal variation of the

C • L curve from system noise, where C = concentration (g/m ) and L = path

length in cloud (in), This separation is required, as the data clearly

indicate noise fluctuations. The use of transmission measurements in

order to derive particle concuntration requires some discussion.

First, thilre is c question about the current value of the spectral .

extinction coefficient. The parameter C • L (g/M 2) is found from the

relation

C • L - Zn T/a (A)

where a - spectral mas3 extinction coefficent

T - fractional transmission through the cloud

The standard procedure is to utilize laboratory measurements. These may

not simulate free space conditions as discussed earlier. We will now

attempt to show that this may not be serious at some wavelengths. For this

we will follow the treatment of Chylek.

A relation between the volume extinction coefficient, k, and -he

mass concentration, M, can be written as

4o r' n(r) dr k(2)
TM =- 2Q (ri, r, A)n(r) drj

where p - bulk density

r - particle radius

n(r) - number of concentrations per unit radius change

Q extinction efficiency factor

ext

"Chylek, P., at al., "Infrared Extinction and the Mass Concentration of
Atmospheric Aorosols," Atmospheric Environment, 13, 1979, pp. 169-173.
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Since 0 and m (the refractive index) are not significantly different in time

and position, the relation (Eq. 2) strongly depends on n(r). On the other

hand, if the bracketed expiression is equal to a constant, h, for a specified

n(r) then it follows that

M = k(X)4p/3h (3)

A sufficient condition for this situation is

Qext (r, -k) = hr (4)

or, the extinctior efficiency factor is proportional to particle size.

Let x = 2rr/X be the size parameter; then

Q-7 h x c • x (5)
ext 2

and, therefore,

M = k() P(6)

where c is the slope of Qext vs. x. Clearly if c is a constant or slowly

varying for a given range of particle sizes, then the mass concentration

is a constant if k(A) c A 1. The latter occurs for moderate-size particles,

.:.i.O pm. In Ref. 11, Mie calculations for a realistic particle show that

Q vs. r (Pm) is linear at A = 0.55 .im for particle radii • 0.5 1im and for

r : 5 pm at A = 11 1m.

The range of applicability is defined by the ratio

R(ra, G) 3 r2Qn(r) dr/4 r n(r) dr (7)a ff"0 0
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where ra is the geometric mean radius and 1 is the geometric standard

deviation; that is, if R = constant for a range of ra, then k(X) and mass

concentration are independent of size distribution. (Note for a fixed k,

R = 3 c/2 E constant.)

For particle distributions of interest (smoke, aerosols) where r a

is of the order of 0.2 pm, then at X = 11 1m, R = constant; however, for

A = 0.55 ;m, the variation in R is -100, hence, ma6s concentration at

A = 11 im is known to high accuracy whereas, in the visible and near in-

frared (A S 2 im) the error may be as large as a factor -100. It should

be noted that for particle radii _< 3 pm, the error at 'A 4 jm is similar

to 'A 11 pm, that is, relatively small.

In view of the above, the use of transmission measurements to establish

mass concentration must be exercised with caution if accurate values are to

be derived; that is, the size distribution must be known and the appropriate

wavelength used for the transmissometer.

With the above background and data, let us examine the differences

that may exist between the field test derived extinction coefficients and

the laboratory values.

In Table 4 we indicate estimates of the MMD and 5 for several events
g

where bulk WP was used. The variation in MD was from 1.14 to 3.39 and

correspondingly 1.7 to 2.13 for the value of u . Milham et al.12 examined

the variation in the spectral extinction coefficient for O-phosphoric acid

for two values of MMD and ag, and their results are shown in Fig. 8 along

with the value for WP smoke (35% relative humidity) in the 7-14 Pm band.

For the 3-5 1am band they conclude that WP smoke is no different than 0-

phosphoric acid and, therefore, we can conclude that size distribution

properties can have a significant effect on the integrated or spectral

12Mha"
-4ilham, M. E., et al., New Findings on Lhe Nature of WPiRP Smokes,
CSL, ARMCOM Report ARCSL-TR-77067, July 1077.
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extinction coefficient. The field value at 3.4. ý.m is given as 0.22 t

0.04 (1-) (m~/g), which does net agree wit.h Fig. 8 in absolute value or
m2/

variance. At 9.75 -,m the field trial result is -0.32 m /g, or 0.27 m2/g,

which again is lower than the laboratory values. The effect of size

distribution on 0-phosphoric acid, which should be a good approximatcon

to 4"P in the 9-11 ým band, shows a marked difference in the 9-11 -. m

spectral region.

There is a real need to reduce the field data on a systematic basis;

that is, to calculate the effective extinction coefficient as a function of

time using the time variation in particle size distribution properties

and C * L and then compare the results with laboratory observations.

2.3.2 Field Data

There are many probL:ms related to the published data and are best

illustrated by the differences between Trials 9 and 10 of" the Dugway

tests13 called Inventory Smoke Munition Test (Phase Ila). These are tesLS

of the 4.2" WP mortar.

in Trial DPI-002-T-9 a single 4.2" mortar was detonated at 76 m

from the aerosol sampling line under the following conditions.

u (m/sec) - 3.8

Azimuth wind angle, 21.60

Pasquill Category - C

The published cloud dimensioas as a function of time are given a,

follows

1 3US Army D.P.G., Inventory Smoke Munition rtest (Phase :14)1 Yjfaal reCt
Report, Report DPC,-TP-77-315, June 1978.

One should note ,,hat locations of the datonation line- from the
3atpler line are uncertain far some tests ln spite of the fact that
the test array is a fi.xed geomecrj.
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t (sec.) Length (im) Width (m) Height (m)

Measured Calculated Measured Calculated

0 8 9 -- 5 --

10 17 28 -- 30 --

20 23 33 2.7 58 43

30 _7 43 37 87 80

40 Plume aloft

I

The Iacc that the samplers registered an initial value of C - L - 0.8 g/M-

at -= 50 sec does not agree with the length or the "plume was aloft" after

40 sec. Similarly, the dosage curve indicates a width of 100 m. The height

values agree reasonably with the calculated values.

If the reported azimuthal variation is superimposed on tcie expected

value of the cloud width at the sampiing line, i.e., a, 76 m, then the
"sampler width" would indeed be 100 m. We obseL-ve a c:loud tliac is meander-

ing rather strongly in the azimuth direction, and, therc.fore, some delay

to reach the sampling line.

in Fig. 9 we praseni the C • L history. The calculated values prior

to 50 sec are greater since the estimated mean arrival time -- 76/3.8 - 20

sec. The possible explanation is that the cloud did rise and then fall

Af.ter '"O sec; however, the plume would have to have been significantly

longer than the reported observations. On the other hand. Trial 10 is

rela44vely well behaved and agreei with calculations.

The non-zaro values prior to 50 sec and beyond - 150 sec are to

be considtred as either noise or ocher cont~ainarlon such as dust.

Finail•, it ihould be noted that the 2 • L results darivod from

th~e trimis~somettr mýasvrements are not =anigul. 9rticularly in

!.dh f 41,rdt=Qat a~tcen sanpltr os rn And =dr.. -ditlatei shown

in i..
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2.4 AEROSOL DIFFUSION

The diffusion of the aerosol cloud is of primary concern here since

it determines the spatial-temporal history of the airborne material. Ex-

tensive study of this subject, theoretical and experimental, has been in
14,15

progress for the past fifty years. Our basic interest here is to

adequately describe the obscurant aerosol generated by a smoke munition,

high explosive, or smoke generator. With the exception of fog oil, the

other sources release large quantities of thermal energy which dominate

the early history of the diffusion process; that is, we are interested

in both buoyant plumes (clouds) and turbulent (momentum exchange) diffused

clouds.

The general behavior of the alouds depends upon the atmospheric

environment (temperature gradient, wind velocities and gradient, surface

roughness, etc.), or the stability of the atmosphere. Characterization

of the atmospheric stability has been studied by many investigators and

for use here we adopt the Pasquill stability definitions. The reason

is that it depends primarily upon insolation and mean wind speed at 10 m.

However, it ,uffers from a deficiency, i.e., absence of surface roughness.

We will first give the general definitions and then correct for surface

roughness.

The three basic stability classes are (1) unstable - Pasquill Cate-

gories A, B, and C; (2) neutral - Pasquill Category D; and (3) stable -

Pasquill Categories E, F, and G, where G is the extremely stable situation.

A simple summary is given in Table 5, and a more precise method to deter-

mine the class is given in AppendLx B.

14
Morton, B. D., et al., "Turbulent Gravitational Convection from Main-
tained and Icstantaneous Sources," Proc. Royal Soc., Series A, 234,
June 1956, pF,. 1-23.

bSutton, 0. G., Atmospheric Turbulence, Methuen & Co., London, 1949.
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TABLE 5

PASQUILL STABILITY CATEGORIES

Nigilt

Surface wind Insolation Thinly overcast
speed at 10 m or $4/8 low

(M sec-I) Strong Moderate Slight cloud :3.18 cloud

<2 A A-B B ....

2-3 A-B B C E F
3-5 B B-C C L E
5-6 C C-D D D D

6 C D D D D

Classically the stability definitions are given by the environmental

lapse rate, unstable lapse, neutral : neutral, and stable inversion;

that is, if e is defined as the potential temperature and t the adiabaticZ

lapse rate (0.098*Cjl0 m), then

"-z )z 3z ""

where )T/)z T (10 m) - T (0.5 m). Hence, if ? < 0 we have an unstablea

condition. Similarly, z = 0 A0 we have a neutral or inversior4 condition.

For convenience, we introduce here a parameter needed later, the

stability parameter, s, where

.-a•L (9)
T 3z

where g and T are gravity acceleration and ambient ground temparature (K),

respectively. The parameter can be incerpretad as the restoring accelera-

tion per unit vertical displacement for adiabatic motion in a at:acVied

atmosphere.
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A somewhat more elaborate scheme of ?asquill cacegoriles is reproduced' 6

in Table 6, where negative ;alues are aquivalent to instability, ert.

in Fig. 10, the seasonal variations of the ?asquii catýegorles for

the Netherlands are depicted, and one observes that Category A does noc

occur frequently.

To show the diurnal vaciation of the atmospheric stability, we present

in Table 7 data from the Great Plains, Nebraska, reported in Ref. 2. We

note that the frequency of Category A is low and, in general, unstable

conditions occur primarily during the day.

The stability definition of Pasquill (see Appendix 3) 'epends, As stated

earlier, on wind speed and insolation and is independent of surface roughness

and ground cover height. This caa be accomplished by introducing the

Monin-Obukhov "mixing" length, L (m), defined as

3 3 .- ,.

L a - -_____a (10)k(g/T )(q/cCp-)
0 9g/T 0

where u, - friction velocity (m/3ec)

g acceler4tion o gravity (m/stc)

' stanadara tempcratura

k = Karman constant

I£

U .atean wiad lp~ed

mean temperature

q v'.iA~l t~rbq.1nc heac zurrent

I Air lp•aeic seat cixty. 40aolry

C. C. , n . Sih ,-=1Apll4iMt ~-l 0 ,p
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TABLE 7

DIURNAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC*STABILITY
GREAT PLAINS, NEBRASKA

Month Hour of Mean LTc)al Time
0Day 0 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18120 20

8 Aug 0 H G

9 Aug C F E D 0 C C C 0 E F -

13 Aug - - F E D 8 B A D G H C

14 Aug H G - -

18 Aug . . . . . . . . . H H H

19 Aug H H C C A A A A B H H H

22 Aug - C E G A A 3 . .. .

24 Aug .- - - B C J F F

25 Aug E 0 0 0 0 C C C 0 E -

31 Aug - - D 0 C A A 8 C D F B

t Sept F F E 0 B .- - -.

- - H G B 3 3 B C E E F

8 Sept F G C F A A A -. . .. .

Source: Lettau and Davidson. Ref. 2.
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'Ile valiue char-ictehrl-3tic of the "dynami,:"' aye r; .h.11 I.S I: w

'.*- consca.ic. we have neutrAl strral,ýcaion * and if q < 0, ~

,we have L .0, 0. s~ec:t.'e17. One can show :-hat the rl-;e, '- LzIx. Of

smoke clajud Is -; tha,. is, the rati la . the staid.rli -I~ev la c lons
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TABLE 8

PROFILE PARAMETERS OF SOME CROPS AND BUILDUP AREAS

Cro-i z0 (m) h (m)
U C

Snow covered 0.0049 0.03

Grassy surface 0.0173 0.10

Low grass 0.032 0.20

High grass 0.039 0.30

Wheat 0.04 1.3

Suburban area 0.4

Urban 6.0 24.0

4 / .
.4

eel"I

11

1/I.(a" )-

Figure 11. i/L as a Funcgio• of Pasquilil Classes and zO.
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2.5 CLOUD HISTORY

The clouds formed from various sources rise because of their buoyancy

and/or by momentum exchange. Since our initial work, numerous validations

have provided confidence in the basic formulations for thermal sources

(e.g., TP) and nonthermal sources (fog oil). Hence, we will discuss these

formulations and some modifications; wE. first consider the nonthermal.

2.5.1 Non-Exothermic Munitions

Although the number of pure non-exothermic munitions, e.g., fog oil,

are few, an HC mixture with Zji or ZnO is a quasi-exothermic material because

of its long burning time and, therefore, the cloud rise behavior after the

short buoyancy phase is described as momentum exchange. Also, the lateral

diffusion appears to be unaffected by any thermal effects.

The cloud size parameters determined from experimental observations

are given in Table 9.

TABLE 9

CLOUD SIZE PARAMETERS FOR NON-EXOTHERMIC MUNITIONS

Stability Category
Pasquill Turner Width, y (m) Height, z (m) Remarks

A -3 9.1 + 0.419x 2.73 + 0.137x Sunny day

B -2 9.1 + 0.328x 2.73 + O.llx Day, broken cloud

C -1 9.1 + 0.238x 2.73 + 0.073x Overcast day/night

D 0 9.1 + 0.20x 2.73 + 0.06x Neutral

E 1 9.1 + 0.18x 2.73 + 0.055x Evening/early am 31

F 2 9.1 + 0.146x 2.73 + 0.046x Evening/early am

The general shape of the cloud is a semi-cone, and the slope is given

by z/x. Soviet measurements for a smoke pot (AT 2*C), terrain roughness

47
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z0 equal to 0.4 cm, gave the following cloud slopes in terms of the Monin-

Obukov length:

tan a = -0.85/L + 0.07 (unstable)
(13)

= 0.07 (neutral/stable)

When z = 0.4 cm and the Pasquill stability is A - B, the value of

L <_ -0.07 (Min) and the cloud slope = 0.11. Since the z0 from Table 8

may differ somewhat, the value of 0.11 is a good average value (0.09-0.17)

for Category B. This indicates a good correlation between the Pasquill

Turner and Monin-Obukov stability parameters.

One should recognize that the discrete values given in Table 10 for

the constants multiplying "x" are continuous for 0.5 < u < 5 m/sec; see

Appendix C. The low-speed values are omitted since the behavior at or
i9near u = 0 should be defined by a different model, i.e., for still air.

Let us examine the expressions in Table 10. Since x = ut, then for

t = 0, y = 9.1 m and z = 2.73 m. This implies that the source is defined

oy a radius of -4.5 and height 2.73 m values not inconsistent with

observations (Fig. 1). In Ref. 17, the standard deviations, - and j , S~yz
are represented by the linear expressions

a =ix
y y

(14)
¢ ix
z z

where i are the gustiness intensities, in which i is the ratio of they,z y

R.MS lateral speed fluctuations to mean time lateral speed; similarly

for i . The experimental values for i and i are given in Table 10.z y z

9Keil, R. W., A Description of Buoyant Plumes in a Still Atmosphere, Ph.D
Thesis, University of California, Davis Campus, 1974.
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TABLE 10

GUSTINESS INTENSITIES FOR DIFFERENT STABILITY CONDITIONS

2. i
v z

Extremely Unstable 0.40-0.55 0.15-0.55

Moderately Unstable 0.25-0.40 0.10-0.15

Near Neutral 0.10-0.25 0.05-0.08

Moderately Stable 0.08-0.25 0.03-0.07

Extremely Stable 0.03-0.25 0.00-0.03

We note that the constants in Table 10 fall within the range given in

Table 9 and, therefore, since we use the mean speed to define x, we

assert that the factors x and y and z of Table 9 are the mean values, and

the derived volume and concentration are the mean values of these

parameters.

Above in defining the Pasquill stability categories and other con-

cepts, we have used mean values. Clearly, fluctuations of wvnd components

play an important role in any spatial-temporal history; e.g., the

horizontal fluctuations will affect the concentration and plume rise. The

ability to relate the fluctuations to the Pasquill category would provide

a potential means to find the bounds of the mean value. However, the

data are limited. We present some data in Table 11 from Ref. 2, where

0(u) is the standard deviation of u, the wind speed component in the

direction of the wind, w, and the vertical wind s eed, u and u' are the

mean value and fluctuations of u, and (ju2) 112/" is called gustiness.

We note the following facts:

1. The standard deviation a(u) decreases in magnitude with

increasing stability since u increases from stability

category A to H.

2. The ratio a(w)/a(u) • constant.
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TABLE 11

WIND FLUCTUATION PARAMETERS
FROM FAST RESPONSE DATA

Stability Class A B C D E F C

j(u)m/sec 1.13 1.20 1.61 1.33 1.08 0.89 0.51 0.30

•(w)/c(u) 0.38 0.40 0.37 0.36 0.41 0.41 0.45 0.32

iu -.-u @ Z = 1.5 m 0.214 0.204 0.220 0.219 0.199 0.198 0.163 0.155

@ Z = 3.0 m 0.198 0.184 0.200 0.198 0.179 0.174 0.136 0.106

/2 -
'4w /u @ Z = 1.5 m 0.071 0.074 0.085 0.079 0.079 0.080 0.061 0.035

@ Z = 3.0 m 0.069 0.068 0.065 0.065 0.067 0.065 0.06 0.029

3. The horizontal gustiness decreases with altitude.

For our purposes we may utilize the gustiness value for "u component" at

- 3 m to establish limits.

From observations of the time history of the concentration at a point

we find that the concentration varies from near zero values to peak values

far in excess of the mean; see sketch. These observations are made per-

pendicular or approximately so to u. This effect of intermittency has

MEAN VAL'vE.

CONCENTRATI ON
(mass/vol)

t (sec)

5I0

i 
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practical import since it is the period of t'.me there is a near-zero

concentration in direction of u and chis may be as low as 35" of the time

even at the center of the cloud. Although we can specify that 1,ngth ,

time "A' is abouc 20-40 sec, corresponding to the period of gustiness,

we cannot, at the present, precisely define this effect in .he lateral

(y) direction. Therefore, the actual concentLation as a function of

time along the line of sight is not defined beyond the mean value and

standard deviation. This is a serious practical shortcoming.

Csanady (Ref. 17) defines, on the basis of a theoretical develooment, the

ratio of / '/ as ex (;x ) - 1, where I is the standard deviation of

the concentration, N. The parameter - has the values of 0.2 (stable,

smooth terrain), 0.35 (neutral, smooth terrain), and 0.70 (rough). The

peak value of the conc~en:ration can be defined by the following expression:

N
- exp rL (1.326 - 0.t:I)1 (15)

or
N
D a exp [':(2.326 - 0.5z )]/ " exp (12) - 1 (16)

?o: an averaga conditton, 4: 0.3, NP 1.8 A NRS which appears co igree

with reported data.

Before we present the overall 4iffuslion zodel we must 41u4 the

buoyant pluma.

2.5.2 The Buovanr Ftume

We consie%'r haere the buoyant plume whichh i eoc-awd ai a cesult •f

exc-thet~ie chemie~l recti.oni. o..e.. on TN:

A steries of p erimentzi " need4d zhxna 4 4Cad

are placed at evavr4l actglle w.ith C. Ona cf th prazcter5i hotubd b
Pa~uill cattory.
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excess temperature reduces the density below ambient, resulting in a

rising buoyant volume.

GeneraIly speaking, the sequence of events -or WP munitions appears

to be as follows: (1) the creation of a hot volume due to the detonation

and initial phosphorus oxidation; (2) an obscuring cloud in the vertical

for still air or a bent cloud due to atmospheric winds, and (3) the tur-

bulent diffusion of the cloud downwind.

From limited thermal imagery the spread of bulk material in the

earth-plane does not appear to be extensive and probably depends on the

shell trajectory. Hence, we assume the source to be limited and be ap-

proximated by a quasi-point source for artillery and mortars. When wicks

or wedges are used the source is normally a continuous linear source. We

now present the general behavior of buoyant plumes.

To estimate the effect of the initial vertical momentum which occurs
20

within a fraction of a second, we utilize a result from Briggs: the

vertical momentum is less important than buoyancy at a distance x1 downwind;

-W /g(.r /T0 ) (17)

whera 9 *niziati vertical velocity (m/sec)

*T - initial temperature excess

0 ambier~t temperature (K)

-gravicational acceleration (mlsec)

u A u=S S micse. w 20 mOiec. and _'T = 500 and iubstitute into Fq. 17.

Wie obcain tor x

20 , ~. G ~. i~?.'=Q ESSA. Oak Ridge. Te~essee. 1969 (TIfl-25075).

4i-.- ~-- --. ~- -- w~I:*
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xI = 5.20/9.8 (500/300) - 6.4 m

or, a very short distance from the origin. For still or near still air

(u < 0.5 m/sec) the initial momentum should be treated as part of the

overall cloud rise.

In Ref. 1, we adapted the recommended formulations of Briggs

(Ref. 20) for plume rise; :hat is, for unstable and neutral we have

1.F1/3 x2/3 1/6A l6F/x (F/) (18)

u

1/2 2/3 )2 2
l'6F x 0 4 + 0.64 -- + 2.2 + 0.8

u I*
(19)

respectively, where F = buoyancy flux (m /sec 3 3.7 x 10-5 (cal ÷

burn time), and x, = transition value for x = 0.52F0 . 4 (English units).

It should be noted that the addition of F /6 is to cQ.rect for cloud top

instead of centroid. The appropriate values for the heat release is given

in the model s•ructures.

Venter refining Briggs' work, reports that Eq. 18 represents the

initial rise until x - x, and Eq. 19 represents the trajectory after x*,

where

x, W 14F 5 / 8  for F < 55 m4/S3

0.4 4 ,i
* = 34F for F > 55 m/s (20)

Venter, G. P. N., "A Comparison of Observed Plume Trajectories with
Those Predicted by Two Models," Atmospheric Environment, 11, 1977,
pp. 421-426.
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where s = stability parameter and the final rise is given approximately by

1/22/3-
lh = 1.6F1 / 2 (3.5x,) /u (21)

for x > 3.5x*.

The constant (1.6) appearing in the above equations can be shown to

be related to the entrainment factor 3 with a value of 0.6. 3 represents

the cloud growth rate with vertical rise; that is, 3 .zcloud radius/Z.

For stable plume rise, Ref. I shows chat Eq. 18 describes the rise

until x = 2.4u/s/. The maximum rise was given as

- 1/3

'h = 2.9 (F/us) (22)S~max

where again the constant 2.9 relates to an entrainment factor 0.5. Venter

gives an alternative form by Briggs for the complete rise as

Zh - 2.9 kF/us) f3 [l - cos (xs' 5 /u)]i (23)

/s5 *
which has a maximum at x = 7u/S and is equal to Eq. 22.

The different values for entrainment factor are not unusual since

the magnitude is one of the major uncertainties in analytical Lreatments

and the entrainment value is established when the predicted results are

compared to experimental results. Shwartz and Tulin 2 state that . can

vary between 0.3 and 1.0 and for their work the values ranged between

0.42 and 0.60.

From experimental results one can estimate for the non-buoyant plume that
the maximum rise at x - 100, 500, 1000 m under neutral and stable con-
ditions is 60/u, 105/1, and 150/:, respectively.

"'Shwartz, I. and M. P. Tulin, "Chimney Plumes in Neutral and Stable
Surroundings," Atmospheric Environment, 1972, pp. 19-35. (An interest-
ing paper on the vortex formation of the plume in a stable atmosphere.)

54 1,
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Equation.s (22) and (23) apply u 0, i.e., the bent plume or cloud,

or x =ut > 0. ,ahen u 0 0, i.e., for still air, Morcon et al. (qef. 14),

in their classic paper give the maxii•um rise of a buoyant plume in the

following expressions for the instantaneous and maintained sources. The

expression-.• are given below:

Instantaneous

H ma i. 87Q" 025 W(24

Q - energy release (joules). For example, a cloud produced by 100 lb of

TNT will reach a height 230 m.

Maintained

0.25

H 33/8 (5M) (25)(I + n) 3/8

where Q - energy/unic time (kilowatts), and n - ratio of (actual lapse/'

adiabatic lapse).

In conjunction with the above, we assume an ent.ainment factor of

0.5 so that the cloud radius is =0.5z. Hence, we can define the approximate

maximum diameter of the plume; that is, the dlameter H II The diamecer
max

at any other height - 2z or the plume half-angle is 26t.

Briggs indicates that for stable, calm conditions the maximum risd
is given accurately by

0.25zl 5. OF Is(6

where 3 is thd avc-ra;ý atcntial c-uracurv graditnc traversed by the

cloud. (Note the analogoui iorm of Z - a 26.)

4
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When a ground inversion exists then the cloud wil penetrate che

inversion if (1h) defined by Eqs. Z2 or 26 exceeds the height of themax

inversion. When the ,-nversion layer is eleva.ted, i.e., begins at Z 0,

:hen the plume will. penetrate if the Inversi,.a coo zi 4Fo /b" or

calm conditions (u 0) and zi S -' (F,ub i) for u > 0. The pa.iameter

b is defiaed by the expression

- 'T ;, (17)

where aTi temperacure •liffe--ence of the inversion Layer

7 - absolute ambient temperature ("K)

g - gravitational acceleracion (m/sec )

Alernativel',, if the plume *: racceriscic temerature excess exceeds the

inversion temperature -T then the plume wi2.i penetrate; that is

F
.... " .8)

-•plume , =
3guz

Briggs (Ref. '9) sLu.;,ests that 0.5 when the plume is rising chrough

neuzai air ( c ajory 0).

rn Ref. I. we ,caveloped an expression for pme K-') i 4unct.1n ill

concentration and relative humidity was developed. Tho resutlts glvi n

in Vie. 2.:,

We now return tao the exoth•rmic che•i•al muntn And 4ozarnl :he

dimensiions oi the resulzant 44ro~al cio4 ~o~a loud.oe41 ria.44. ii

gven by the expression

,h re 6 - t e o

- =-M-n ris (*et '74b'4 10)-- -
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These paramteters have been defined above. The value of the lateral spread,

y, is given in Table 9. Since Z . v the aerosol :6oud ihape is assumed to

be defined as a quarter oi an ellipsoid, i.e., the volume for a ooinr-

source is given by

V(t) - -: 7 Z/i6 (30)

2.6 MLITIPLE AND A.RAY SOURCES

For a linear array equally spdced instantaneous point sources, e.g.,

,-munitions spaced "d" meters apart where d > y (t - 5) they can be treated

as individual sources; see Fig. 13. From Fig. 13 we note the overlap

occurs at time t - (d - 9.1)/Au where A is the constant given in Table 9.

y - 9.1 + Ax. 3eyond this, the Lateral path lensch for n a 2 will decrease

by Lhe amount.

. - d • (x2 - x)ix1  (31)

where x is the value of x at time of intersection and x., the value of x

at the point if Interest. For n munitions we can write immediately

-2 -(n - W)(d)(x., - x,/x, (32)

ý4hen the wind speed is at, Aa 4njl,. i,. Appropriate adlustment is required.

Zha -elort-ies are zii~aiftcant for radiation transport (optical

propertids) later pro Agcion and totu :Aaie of b~ksattdr. However. far

C -L caput-it~.O otic mzy cr~uth str 445d4dtla. C

'or4 lin'r cntziate source- 0i length. I where Q ramt of

m~tr!-a1 of yield Y 4r4 rdleaded. the quantit4.y of ýwiw 9ro uc-.d p~cr unit

SPer i
'y . . . . . . . .

-- - '33-
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where u - mean speed (m/see)

Z = smoke cloud height @ "x" (z or Z)

k = incremental length of smoke width @ "x"

For the case when wind speed is normal to the smoke line, k y/Z, and

when u is at angle, 9, to the smoke k = y sin 9/Z. The non-uniform spatial

distributions in the x and z may have a form similar to Eqs. 3.18 and 3.19.

For a distributed source, a combination of point and/or linear arrays

may be applied with appropriate accounting of the time coordinates; that

is, if we have linear arrays at xi, x and xk then any x is (x - xi),

(x - xj) and (x - xk) and the relative time is t, = (x - Xi)!u, etc.

A program for distributed steady sources like smoke pots and generators

is given in Appendix D, Ref. 1.

When a moving ground generator is utilized a vectorial representation

is applied; that is, the generator velocity, v, is added vectorially to the

wyind velocity, u, hence for a headwind, a line source is produced with a

resultant mean wind speed of u + v. The value of x is found by

y1

60fl '
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applying the expression, x = + Iv1]t. The expansion in y and z

directions are defined by Table 9.

When the generatoi moves at an angle to the mean wind then the

resultant speed would be found again by vector addition.

2.7 VALIDATION TESTS

In Ref. I we present numerous examples of the model's capability to

predict a priori the mean concentration, C, and concentration x path length

(C • L). Here we will again illustrate the validity of the proposed

smoke-obscurant aerosol model and discuss any deviations.

1. Test DPl-002-T-4 (HC Smoke)

The initial conditions provided by the test organization are as

follows:

u, mean wind speed - 4.0 m/sec

Pasquill Category - C

Relative Humidity - 36%

Munitions - 36, M84AI canisters

Array - linear

With these data the resultant calculated and measured values are shown

in Fig. 14. Although the general agreement is good, better agreement could

have been achieved if the non-linear burning time had been applied,

particularly in the 60-100 sec time period.

2. Trial 2 (DPl-002) (HC Smoke)

The initial data provided by the test organization are as follows:

u - 8.8 m/sec

Pasquill Category - D

Relative Humidity - 25%

Munitions - 8, M84AI canisters

With these data the resultant calculated values were compared to both the

aerosol photometer :esults (see Fig. 15) and the C L derived by the
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adjacent transmissometers (see Fig. 16). First we note the difference in

the two C • L plots, particularly at times greater than 60 sec. Second,

the absolute magnitudes differ. Hence, correlation would be difficult

between the two results except for the fact that they are not collocated;

that is, the transmissometers are displaced 10 m and this can account for

differences as noted in Sec. 2.3.

The agreement of the calculated points is better for the trans-

missometer with the following exceptions: (1) at early times the aon-

linear burning would reduce the first point to about the correct value and

also raise the second; and (2) the observed dip at about 80 sec is due to

atmospheric fluctuations.

3. Trial 17 (DPI-002) - WP Smoke

The initial conditions are as follows:

u - 3.7 m/sec

Pasquill Category - C

Relative Humidity - 36%

Munition - 1, 81-mm mortar

The comparative results are shown in Fig. 17 where the photometer C • L

curve is used. The initial difference between the two is probably due to

atmospheric fluctuations.

In Fig. 18 we have plotted the C • L values (the outside one applies

to "I") for the three transmissometer lines which are spaced 60 m apart,

i.e., :60 m on either side of the one near the sampler line. We note that

the single mortar behaves more like a puff than a quasi-point source,

i.e., like multi-mortar arrays or artillery shells.

Lastly, the small C • L values or the "flare-up" of (3) at late

times are not afterburning but concentration fluctuations due to atmospheric

instabilities.
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4. Trial 10, DPl-002; WP Smoke

Input data:

u - 7.9 m/sec

Pasquill Category - D

Relative Humidity - 52%

Munition - 4, 4.2" mortars

The comparative results are shown in Fig. 19, and the agreement is excellent.

5. Trial 21, DPI-002, WP Smoke

Input data:

u - 4.6 m/sec

Pasquill Category - C

Relative Humidity - 25%

Munition - 1, 155-mm shell

The :omparative results are shown in Fig. 20. and t•e• agreement is

excellent. Here the effect uf f.uctuation at different values are evident

and tte moIl predicts adequately the tall particularly when the fluctua-

tions are considered.
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3 A)D: L •:RCTRE

7he models doescrlbed here are writ:en in a se-.-)rntaia •ort for

each type of smoke and obscuring aerosol. Hence, there ia considerable

repetitlon .:* expressions thAt could be ýompiled In several subrou:tnes

.a eneral computer program were ,enera:ed.

3.1. COMPU7TAT:ON SCHEME FOR CLOUD CONCENTRATLON OF SMOKES OBSCUING LAEROSOLS

I- this section, a procedure i3 outlined to permit the determination

oe the czncencration, C (g/m 3), path length in the cloud, L (m), and, the

imoortant oarameter, C • L (g/m). The units usea heze are defined; however,

we utiLize prlmarily grams, meters, and ecuonds. 4e nLitiate the discussion

wtvh the requisite input data and then proceed to the procedure proper.

3.. aout Daca

A. Scenario

Local target and 3bserver locations

Mualtion deployment plan

Muni ion rate

Sensor type and opec tiona: wveltength band

3. Smok Mlnitioos

ypt• ý%f•k No., Cal'.ib=., ,.

F•ill material, (',47' K?, HC' Oil, ae•.)

z 4oved !

I
i >1

I



Mean wind speed (m!sec) - surface to 10 m

Temperature, T (*C) - 1 10 m and 0.5 m above ground .evel

Wind direction

Relative humidity (RH 7)

Elevated Tnversion; specify height above ground Level and

temperature gradient

D. Optical Prooerties

Scattering, absorption, and extinction coefficients

Visibiliry, if Eq. 28 and ýables 9 and 10 of Ref. I are used.

3.1.2 Determine Concentration for Sinzle or Seoarate Bulk IT Municions

3.1.2.1 Basic Concentration Equations

u-

C (x,y,Z,t) - (W • Y) - y )

u -0

C (x,v,Z.t) Q(W *" Y) 3Z 1~)

(%ote: Cloud ishape is 4 cona with 4pt -6 m eothe.

ground . v4i.) I

I-

M- M! - W



i L 1. weight i.s s;l .-or given mnu Ion

* .0 for ordln~ary :-err~ain iurfaces

-L -35o,,r -aulldy cerra~n,

Y - 2.9 - 0.103 (Rd .0)6

.2 1 jlc la- !,n_ ::)r 7,Z-Ad h

- ( i. ) - 0.5

0' , uns:.abl'e

a0, nur.

*0. scable

re'L.tain, valua f-r 4~rii1n Invetsi~ora heli~h

.~,~.~jshu ac ,0 -a, :ime )ý A- aid zn l,34d zovar ¶tnc-r

tale12rd fird Specifiz ?asquU1 ý

TABLE 12

A!iZ odrt 41h L". to-- -

C -D



(c) Cloud Dimensions

i. x = ut

2. Given Pasquill Category, find y in table below.

y = 9.1 + 0.419x Pasquill Category - A

= 9.1 + 0.328x Pasquill Category - B

= 9.1 + 0.238x Pasquill Category - C

= 9.1 + 0.20x Pasquill Category - D

= 9.1 + 0.18x Pasquill Category - E

- 9.1 + 0.146x Pasquill Category - F

= 9.1 + 0. Pasquill Category - G

3. Given Pasquill Category, find z in table below.

Note: This z value represents momentum exchange; see use when
Z = Ah + z is presented.

z(x) - 2.73 + 0.39x u = 0.5 m/sec Cat - A

= 2.73 + 0.25x - 1.0 m!sec Cat - A

= 2.73 + 0.18x - 1.5 m/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.15x - 2.0 m/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.137x 2.0 m/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.l1x Cat - B

S2.73 + 0.073x Cat - C

- ?.73 + 0.06x Cat - D

- 2.73 + 0.055:- Cat - E

- 2.73 ,r 0.046x Cat - F

- 2.73 + 0.03x Cat G
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4. Buoyant Plume Rise, Ah

(a) Compute F = 3.7 x 10-5 [800 W ÷ burntime]
4 3(m /sec ) using values from Sec. 3.1.2.2 and a

burntime of i sec for artillery and 1.5 sec for mortars.

(b) For Unstable and Neutral, CAT - A, B, C, and D,

Ah(t) = .6F x + u, CAT A, B, and C

1/2 2/3 21
= 1.6F/x2[0.4 + 0.64x/x, + 2.2(x/x*) ÷

u [1 + 0.8(x/x*)] 2

where x, = 14F5/8 F < 55 m 4/sec3

= 34F0.4 F > 55 m 4/sec3

Maximum Buoyant Rise (Cloud Top)

(Ah)max .6FI/ 2 (3.5x*) 2 / 3 + u

Alternative Rule

(Ah)max @ x when concentration= 0.1g/m3 or

exact expression for AT in Fig. 12.

WARNING: Check for elevated inversion; if none,

Z Ah + z, otherwise follow the steps below.

1. Determine height of inversion and ATi = T(Z2) - T(Z1 )

2. Calcvlate bi = gATi/T (see Eq. 27, Part 1)

3. If inversion top defined by Zi, then plume pene-

* trates if 2 (F/ub 0.5

4. Clearly if (AT) 1  > (AT) the cloud will pene-

trate
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(c) For Stable Conditions: CAT E, F, etc.

Compute s =(g/T)e z (see Sec. 3.1.2.3)

Determine x, = 2.4 u/s0.5

1/2 2,/3 . -
Ah = 1.6F x u for x < x

, 1/3
(Ah)max = 2.9 (F/us)

Note: If Ah > Hi, ground inversion height, plume will pene-max

trate.

(Ah) < Hi., then Hi is maximum

Z z+ ýh

The substitutionof x, y, and Z into volume expression gives

the concentration when u > 0.

3.1.2.4 Still Air, u = 0

Concentration =(W • n, Y) Volume

(W • . Y) defined in Sec. 3.1.2.1.

SH (Ah)max = 5.0FO 25s3/8

F, s defined above

Volume = (2 /3)g3 •2, a 0.5

if inversion top z < Z, the cloud will penetrate or,

z S 4F0.4 bi-0.6

Note: Plume is a cone with apex -8 m below ground level. t
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Z =(x2 + 2)1/2 Z

t(Z)max (4Z/g)]1/2

3.2 METHOD FOR WR/RP - WICKS, WEDGES, PLASTICIZED MATERIAL

Munitions Characteristics Burntime (min)

2.75" - Wick, Wedge 4.3

3" - Wick, Wedge 7.8

6" - Wick, Wedge 6.5

Navy, 81 mm - Wedge (RP) 4.3

Navy, 155 mm- Wedge (RP) 6.4

PWP/PRP 2.0

We assume that the source is a linear-array, continuous emitter. The material

is dispersed in a radius of -25 m, and we treat the source as three lines

25 m apart wherc the center line contains 50% munitions weight and the other

two 25% each.

1. Basic Equation for Concentration

C(x, Y, Z, t) =Q" Y n)/(t Z)[12/Tru Z(x,t)(l + k)] (g/mr)

2. For each line, Eq. 1 applies; however, we have at each value of t

the values of x are (ut 25). Hence, at the position x the cloud

arrives at tiimes, t = x/u t 25/u.

where Q a fill weight

Y - yield for WP/RP

n - efficiency factor of fill

t - burntime (sec)

Z = length of array (m)

k - Y(x)/ when L2

u - mean wind speed (m)

y - mean cloud width at x

Z - cloud height, z + Ah at x

[ X - .t
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If u is at an angle e to Z, then k = y(x) sin B/Z

Y = 2.9 + 0.003 (RH - .J%) 1.67

where = 0.5 for muddy terrain

n= 0.85 for soft, plowed terrain

I for general conditions

Z = determine from operational plan

t = burntime look-up value

3. Frcm input data, determine Pasquill Category

PASQUILL STABILITY CATEGORIES

Night

Surface Wind Insolation Thinly Overcast
Speed at 10 m or >4/8

(m/sec-l) Strong Moderate Slight Low Cloud !3/8 Cloud

2 A A-B B ....
2-3 A-B B C E F
3-5 B B-C C
5-6 C C-D D D D
>6 C D D D D

4. Expression for y

y = 9.1 + 0.419x Pasquill Category - A

- 9.1 + 0.328x Pasquill Category - B

- 9.1 + 0.238x Pasquill Category - C

9.1 + 0.20X Pasquill Category - D

- 9.1 + 0.18x Pasquill Category - E

= 9.1 + 0.146x Pasquill Category - F
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S5. Calculate k = y (x)/Z and (I + k)

6. Procedure for Z = z(x) + -Ih

(a) For Cat A, B, and C

•n • 1.F/2 2/3 -

F = 3.6 • i.0-51L800 •l q •Fill Weight (g) :-bur-ntime (sec)]

(b) Fot Cat. D

Ah - 1.6Fl1/2 x2/3 [0.4 + 0.64 x/x, + 2.2(x/x,)2]

u[I + 03.8x/x,]2

(c) (Ah) mxfor Cat A, B, C, and D

l(ý'h) max = 1.6FI/ (3.5x,)2/ u

where x, 14 F5/ F < 55 M /sec"

1 = 34 F0" F > 55 m /sec2

I The values for z for different categories are given below.

z(x) -, 2.73 + 0.39x Ui - 0.5 M/sr-c Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.25x - 1.0 m/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.18x - 1.5 M/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 -+, 0.15x - 2.0 Mlsec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.137x 2.0 m/see Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.11x Cat - B
- 2.73 + 0.073x Cat - C

- 2.73 + 0.06x Car. - D

-, 2.73 + 0.055x Cat - E

,- 2.73 + 0.046x Cat - F
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(See notes for Bulk VP on inversion procedure.)

(d) Cat E, F, and G

Compute s - (g/T)%z

- 1/2
x, = 2.4u s

1/2 2/3 -
Zh - 1.6F x =u for x < xI

(.ýh)max = 2.9(F/us)

If (-1h)max > H, ground inversion height will penetrate,

(Ah) <m az =mH.max

(e) Calculate z for specific Pasqui1l Category

z(x) - 2.73 + 0.39x u = 0.5 m/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.25x - 1.0 M/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.i8x 2 1.5 M/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.15x ) 2.0 M/sec Cat - A

2.73 + 0.137x 2.0 m/sec Cat - A

2.73 + 0.llx Cat - B

2.73 + 0.073x Cat - C

2.73 + 0.06x Cat - D

2.73 + 0.055x Cat - z

2.73 + 0.046x Cat - F

(f) Calculate Z , + TIh
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7. Calculate concentraticn

Substitute values for Q, y, L, t, u, Z, and k, compute

C(x, y, z, t) for each line, and add value at each x or time,

t, as needed.

8. Find L, the path length through :>e cloud, and then compute C L.

9. For u - 0, use algorithms described for bulk VP in Sec. 3.2.

3.3 M(THOD FOR HC SMOKE CONCENTPATION 1:ME HISTORY

3.3.1 Muniti,;ns Characteristics

105mm Ml Canister; Fill Wt - 1.65 ib; Burntime - 180 sec ; 184 shell

155= *Ml Canister; Fill Wt = 5.8 lb ; Burntime = 120-140 sec; \111631 (3/szheli)

*M2 Canister; Fill Wt - 3.0 lb ; Bur-ncime - 60-240 sec; Ogive (1/shell)

Basic Equation for Concentration

C(X, Y, z t 12 (g/m3)
u Z(x, ')(1 -

Q - quantity oý fill (g)

Y - . :.c HC

t a bunitime (sec)

4 - length of canister array (m)

k a y(x)iZ when U is to.

u a time mean wind speed (W)

y a cloud width increase at x

New fill weights are 5.46 and 2.69 lb. respectively.
8 I
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Note: (1) We assume a near-linear array for the artillery delivered

canisters; i.e., the starting point (x = 0, t = 0) will

be the mean distance.

(2) If u is at 6 to Z, k y(x) sin 5/Z

(1) Y - 1 + 0.051(RH% - 5)0.85

(2) y - 9.. + 0.419x Pasquill Category -A

= 9.1 + 0.328x Pasquill Category - B

S9.1 + 0.238x Pasquill Category - C

- 9.1 + 0.20x Pasquill Category - D

- 9.1 + 0.18x Parquill Category - E

= 9.1 + 0.146x Pasquill Category - F

(3) Z -z(x) + Ah

.h - correction for exothermic effect

(4) For Cat A, B, C

1.6F1/2 x2/3 1.6F1/2 t2/3
Ah l.6 or .6

-1/3
U U

(5) F - 3.7 • 10- [500 cal/g • Fill Wt (g)/Burntime (•ec)}

t i lOsec

(6) For Cat E

1h ".6F1 2 x2 /3 (0.4 + 0.64 (x/x,) + 2.2 (x/x,) 2

(1 + 0.8 (x/X ,)] "

(Ah) ma 1.6F / 2 (3.5 x)3 -

a 4 i 18 FF < 55 m Is

x, - 34 FF .255 0. O
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(7) For Cat E, F, etc.

Lh = 1.6 F / 2x2 3  u for u < x1  (xi 2.4u s/2)

-- 1/3
(Ah) 2.9 (F/us)

max

T z

6 Potential Temp (z - 10 m, z 0.5 m)

If (.Th)max > H, ground inversion height wiil penetrate (.1h)max

and, if <H, z ma H.
max

(8) z(x) - 2.73 + 0.39x u -m0.5 m,'sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.25x - 1.0 u/sec Cat - A

a 2.73 + 0.18x * 1.5 M/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.15x - 2.0 M/sec Cat - A

- 2.73 + 0.137x > 2.0 M/sec Cat - A

a 2.73 + 0.11x Cat - B

- 2.73 + 0.073x Cat - C

a 2.73 + 0.06x Cat - D

- 2.73 + 0.055x Cat - F

- 2.73 + 0.046x Cat - F

For u - 0 and inversion 1ayer conditions. see alort.h in bulk W?

Sec. 3.1.

3.3,2 Xnputs

T (0.5 m) Xualtioa Type - 05 or 155 m

T ( ) Munition Quantiy - 0M., 4nd MX
u iigh of Array

Pasquill Catego:y Relative Humidity 4
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A. Define O, Burntime

B. Compute Yield use Eq._, using input relative humidity.

C. Compute -h

(1) Stipulate Pasquill Category

(2) Calculate F, x*, or s

(3) Unstable - use Eq. 4

Neutral - use Eq. 6

Stable - use Eq. 7

D. Compile Z(t) z(t) + 2;h

For given Pasquill Category and u, select appropriate z(t) from

Eq. 8 and appropriate -'h Eqs. 4, 6, or 7. Calculate Z(t).

E. Comoile y(t)

For given Pasquill Category, select appropriate y(t) from Eq. 2.

Calculate ý(t).

F. Calculate '" and (I + k)

G. Compute C(X, Z, Z, t)

Input A. 3, D, and F, u, and t as deiindd under munitions int, Eq.

T. This is mean. homogenou"a conctntration.

H. To find C • L

.Multiply appropriate C(c) value by line-oi-sight path lenoh. L,

in metiýri.

1. Cloud Width at x a ;(x) + Z

Not4: The p~r~ititeece ai the iir~ S miated it the %ýad of bt.urntiný.

-or 0. usd 41iorith--s ddscribead for sulk 'a (Sec. 3.1).
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3..4 METHOD FOR FOG O-L GFN1Z*.OR

3.4.1 General Considerations

The X3 fog oil generacor" is a pulse Jec that vaporizes Z5 :o 50

zal/hr of oil. The weight is 3.36 kg/gal. 1n addition, :he engine consumes

3 gal of gasoline/hr and exhausts the combustion products. For the present.

we neglect the latter although i£ may have a near iieil effect on infrared

r.ransmiss ion.

"There is a thermo-mpzhanical effect in the near field of :he generator;

that i:i, the oil vapor is hot and leaves the nozzle at near local sonic

speed. :t is estimated that about 5 kcali/sec is released due to condensa-

tion and cooling. Also, the Jet would come :o near ambient air ipeed at

-3 m from the nozzle exit plane. Again these effects are omitted; however,

the source is now located -3 m from che generator.

Hance, the source is defined as a static, non-exotherm4.c, poine-

emi:t.ng Q' ram of oil droplets per second.

'ie assume tht s•okd cloud to be defined by a iemi-cone restiij on

the ground; that is. the x, y axes are In che ground pl.ne and the Z Axis

is to tne Ix. v) plane.

3.,.. C•Oud )inension

SCloud L~t-h

tA La i diWatiaft oe~~

-___ _

I =!t

:h i0"F -.d s j~



3.4.2.2 Cloud Width, v

y(x) - 9.1 + 0.419x Pasquill Category a A

- 9.1 + 0.328x ?asquill Category - 3

- 9.1 + 0.238X Pasquill Category - C

- 9.1 -1- 0.20x ?asquill Category - 0

- 9.1 + O.168x Pasquill Category -

- 9.1 + 0.146x Pasquill OCegor a

3.4.2.3 Cloud Height, z

z(x) - 2.73 + 0.39x u , 0.; M/sec

- 2.73 + 0.25:' 1.0 M/sec

- 1.73 - 0.18x Category A - 1.5 M/sec

- 2.73 + 0.13x - 2.0 r/sec

, 2.73 + 0.137x > 2.0 Misec

- *.73 + O.'Ix Category a

, 2.73 + 0.073x Category C

S2.73 - 0.066x Category 0

- 2.73 ÷ 0.055x Category' Z

,.73 4 0.046x Category F

3.4.3 Concentration

iw¢ta source ii g by

(/)(3k

w4re 3.42 rd~udL dý4a.di.e zS
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Equacion (31) can now be ariz=en a a function of tize since u
coascant,

r(~ a - a- (3)7 u 9.t • (Au) u C(9.1 + Au -)-

where A is a constant ,e~ined by the specific Pisqu.ll Category and Q
is in gal/hr.

For I-see -itervals, we have a series of equations 6 .ch as

u + (.1"A*U)

C(Z) 7.13 _ _ __

u [0., 1 Au

A-,

I#I

WtI ni
N ~ j w S i -L Z 4 *- S -A L P z i z% f t t d h ~ v t 4 : ( a 4 1
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For t tb, then x Utbp and

C[x() 7.13Q [

u b (9, + Autb)

Note: The above simple procedure is suggested for ease of computation.

Also, the concentration will fall rapidly and, therefore, the concentration

calculation will be terminated at x values << x = utb*

For t > tb , it is suggested as prelitina:; estimate to find the

mass near the origin and treat as a. new instantaneous source, at x = 0,

retaining the initial concentratioa arrival. Hence,

5

M C* V 1() 71 u " (9.1 + Au) 2

+ C(5) • H u 5(9.1 + Au5)2

C(t) = 24M
u t-(9.1 + Aut)

3.4.4 C " L Parameter

With the C given above and the specified line of sight, find C • L

(see Appendix F of CR-231, Ref. 1). It should be noted that, near the

source, the cloud is highly non-uniform.

8I
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PART 2
EXPLOSIVE DUST OBSCURATION MODEL
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this part of the report we consider an explosive-generated dust

model. The basic data are examined. The early work that pertains to the

subsurface events (performed by the ?M/Smoke-Obscurancs during Smoke Week I

and at other field trials) is described. In addition, several validations

of the live and static firings performed at Smoke Week I, Fort Sill, and

Grafenwoht TI are presented.

As will become ev±dent, there are difficulties assoziated here with

the validations. The number of single events are few, and multi-events

are extremely complex phenomena. Also, the available data on the initial

conditions are limited; that is, the soil properties are aot defined

adequately, the extinction coefficients appear variable, cloud geometries

are semi-quantitative, and/or meteorological data are limited. Nevertheless,

the geometrical histories of the dust clouds may be calculated; however,

the ability to calculate the transmission may be limited by the afore-

mentioned shortcomings.
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2 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 THE SGIL MUEDTH

Since we are interested in the dust clouds generated by munitions

exploded near the earth's surface (under or on), the soil characteristics

of the firet meter or so of the earth's crust are important. This includes

the physical and mechanical characteristics and the constituents for dif-
*

ferent degrees of saturation where the latter is due to precipitation,

To avoid some of the difficulties such as mechanical properties, we will

depend upon experimental cratering results whenever available for the

different soils.

Table 1 lists the densities of several soil types. Note the profound

effects cf vegetation and moisture on the density. These variations affect

the mass of dust injected into the atmosphere as a result of an explosion.

In the literature we find an occasional loose statement that the average

soil density is 2.5 g/cc.

TABLE I

SOIL MATERIAL DENSITY

Xaterial Density

Type g/cc lb/ft3

Quartz 2.67 167

Clay1 124.S

Loose loam, dry 1 62.4

Loam. we cl. 112. -3

Loam. iandy 1.5 93.6

Fiat sand. loose 0.7 4

Compact iand. Wec C.a 12
Li¢hr soil-gr-iii rooti .- ~ <31

kato matre41s -2,4 150

Or watade tdbla ldvtl.
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At Grafenwohr the results of soil analysis show, primarily after the

explosion, that near the surface (0-5 cm), the density was 0.95 g/cc, which

included -28. vegetation; the moisture content was 87%. In another

location the value was -1.13 g/cc, and the moisture content was 27%.

In general, the soil type up to depth of -0.35 m was loamy sand or

sandy loam with an occasional gravelly loamy sand. The moisture content in

Zone 4 was typically -2l/%-'_17% and the specific gravity -2.62 (163 lb/ft )

Hence, the surface layer will have a low density; however, che pre-

dominant crater material will have a near average value of specific gravity

for a wet sandy soil.

the depth of the vegecated soil (sod) is important since the density

is lower than the subsoil, and the likelihood that the sod does not

participate i" the airborne dust cloud due to the weight of the clumps.

An analysis of' the subsurface soil at Fort Polk, Louisiana, a silt-

stone, is listed in Table 2. Note that the depth is in feet.

TABLE 2
SUB;URFACE SOIL ANALYSIS OF FORT POLK, LOUISIANA

Mois[rQr Degree of Wet Denziy Dry Den~ity
oeý)Ch ýt) Coi cent Q~) Saturation ( Q(b/ft3) (lb/ic3)

2-3 21.1 6 84,7 70.2.A
3.3-4.3 23.0 50.2 91.2 74.4

.- 0.0 66.9

3.03-4.3 2.0.1 111.9 90.0
,4.5-5.s3 22.4, 94•.7 121.9 100o.0

S-- .-T • - :3.5 ,79'.5 11 - i • 5 91-21

3. 3-4.3 30.0 0.1 106.9 81.9
"4.5-5.3 24.9 70.8 ,2..0

-3 29.0 100.0 410 .5
3.1-4.3 1-6.4 96.5 1.16.2 105-0

.139- 100.0 • '-.9

24.0 100.0 125.0 100.6
4.5-5.) 29.2 69.8 113.1 67.6
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We note that the moisture content does not correlate with degree of

saturation or density at different locales in the same general vicinity;

however, the percent of saturation correlates with the wet density. The

dry density is obtained by dehydration of the wet (actual) density.

Alluvial moist sandy soil (sandstone subsoil) in Colorado has a

density of about 120 lb/ft.

From Tables 1 and 2 we observe two interesting facts: (1) the

quancity of silica, clay, and loam will determine the soil's basic density;

and (2) in Table 2, sample I has a greater specific gravity and a lower

dry density. For sample 1 t:here is probably somewhat more quartz than in

the other samples. Further, at half the degree of saturation the percent

weight increase is the same; that is, sample I is less compact as evident

from the low dry density. At 100% saturation the wet weigbt vould be
3

comparable for all samp.es : 120 lb/ft

The chemical composition of soils d.-.enas on location and the nature

of terrain (wooded. desert, e.c.). [n Ref. I data for several loca!es are

given and are reproduced here in Table 3. 0ne %ust recognize that soil

composition is highly locale deoendent; that is. t"o specify West Germany

is not to imply that it is applicable to all of West Germany! Further, the

existenc4 of only 5% quartz ii the Sinai is highly questionable. Samples

from the periphery of the Sahara and other de64rts wear shown :o have

quartz .si their major mineral constitudiit.

Flanig4a and Delon" found from their sampling effort at severAl

Zuropean loQ3tVns that slica (uart) cootcdatratios were hi~h and that

little or no CaC0 3 was found in 66 different localions around thf globe.

Thci latter is cQ~ja whert;ue Ifiih are or vtere Pretiont.

Ohicu.r.. atin DU to D o,4 A 44Q A tm n 4 Gun wring Eavlrot-
US.A.W"C-OX., goe *lM oort Ak/-n-7500., Oceabdr 1975.

Flngiand 041n-. Spcr.1A~r~qný. h ,ýa
iof ,,,C 4 i. 1 i _
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TABLE 3

CLASSIFICATION OF COMPARATIVE SOIL BY 4EIGHTI

Mineral CmIc~ lbtdenave C'er anyv Sina

Moncmor-- (Xg,Ca)0-AI 0 335 25 43 25
illonice SSIO, *H.0

Ka~ilanite uAsi i4 010(OH) 8 20 20 19 17

UlceK 1 Al4aj 7 102 0(0H)4, 20 20 10 20

calcite CaCO 3  15 13 20 20

Quar cz S 10, 5 5 *5

Hemacice FeQ 2 * 5 5 5

2 3

N aSO c 1

Otneri nO, TzO. Ca0
HgO. K 0 * Na, 0,

?, 5
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Chemical analysis of dust aerosols over the Indian desert showed that

on a percentage basis they fall into the following groups: quartz -

mica - 20%, feldspar - 22" (includes the clay mineral3), and carbonates

(calJite, dolomite) - 22%. The existence ofE the carbonates is expected,

as a high proportion ot shellish rragmen:s are presen: in the southern

part of the desert.

The important of soil chemistr7 is that the particulate scattering

and absorption properties, particularly in the 7 to 14 .-m region, are

determined by the mineral type. Hence, to find the effective extinction

coefficient inte.gration of the complex band structure is required. More

important, if a laser transmitter or transmissumeter is use,!, significant

differences will be obtained, and the resultant may not be representative

of the integrated 8 to 13 'm bands. The latter may be a problem in some

published dust data.

In Fig. i, we show the spectral exticction coefficients, a e' at

"to 13 -m for Fort Benning and Fort McLellan, respectively. The silica

content is low at Fort Bennini and of medium iilue at Fot McClellan. :he

effect at 9.17 1m should be ntoted and also the difference in the absolute

value :f the extinction coefficient, namely, the -ort. 3enning values ir,

Zx Fort McLellan. The miniaum near 2Z.3 -m is rea-.

2. P.ARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Another parameter of basic import-nce is particle size distribution

since it enters into the determination of the dust's optical ?ý.opertias.

Normally, the distributions found in the literature relate to sur•ace

conditions, whereas for near-surface exp.ostons we are interes3ted in the

subsuriaca conditions. The :;ormer is germane to ambient aerosois, vehicular

dust clouds. and 4irbursti w•ihout cr•aterin. For complete coverage, we

Ji 14 consider both surface aad subturfazt dttorucions.

A standard soil•clasi.,:i •tan ch.t lz not unreasonAble is 4,ven

in Tablt 4.

- - -~ ~ ~ -** * ~ ~~**t*-~*,



FT. BENNING

.03

V

Silica

.04-- 1I i I1I

8 9 10 11 12 13
WAVELENGTH -

.07 I-

.06 FT. McCLELLAN• ~/

.05- /

.04 - V

.03 Silica

.020 -

8 9 10 11 12 13
WAVELENIJTH - IT

Figure 1.. Extinction Coefficient for Ft. Benning and Ft. McClellan
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TABLE 4

STANDARD SOIL CLASSIFICATION

Soil. Class Size (.m) % by Weight

Clay 5 22

Silt 5-50 38

Sand, very fine J0-100 15

Sand, fine 100-250 14

Sandi, mtedium 2!0-500 5

Sand, :oarse 5C:-i000 4

Sand, very coarse 1000-2000 1

Fine Gravel 2000-10,000 1

In Table 5, we have listed the mass size distribution for various

locations and soil types. Again the predominance of the mass fraction is in

smallar particles; i.e., for a particle of similar density the mass of 50 um

particle is 103 greater than for a 5-unm particle or on a numbea, density

basis the distribution is predominantly of smaller size particles.

Observations of ambient dust may show few particles beyond 10 -rm in

size, whereas explosives may generate dust clouds with several orders of

magnitude ( -104) of 100-urm particles or larger. For example, at Dugway

Proving Ground, the surface soil mAss median diamezer (.M) was 254 "-m.

whereas at 3-in depth the subsoil had an M Q 354 um. The Smoke Week 1

tests held at Ougway FrovIag aýround stowed tha4t only 0.33* of the p4rticles

were greater than 75 =. On the other hand, at Fort Sill. Oklahoma. the

particle siies zerminated at 410 U.

In Rat. 3 measurements of the partitle size lofted by a tank main

4un muzz•l blast at a dry lake bed. China Lake. :bovd that particles of

radii .M-00 wz made up 50t of the dust clo".Ad ma. Thi nmas diribution

"XeA44rement of Laser !tam 1*an~ission And Ft1M Sight C-bscuration in 4

Report No. U-6362, earch 1977.

ISI
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is characteristic of the surface layer. A similar mean mass diameter is

found for the DIRT-I test area at the White $ands Missile Range; see Fig. 2.

The additional data points are results from tbe Grafenwohr tests (November

1978): the dots are from a sandy clay loam; the lower points are from a

sand soil; and the squares are the results for a soil like the one at

WSMR. We observe that the 1D0 varies from 100 xm to -2000 jim (coarse

sand). Interestingly, the two silty sands are similar except for the

variation in gravel content; however, the overall effect should be small.

In Table 6, we present the percentage of particles below 74 pm at

several US military installations.

TABLE 6
PERCENTAGE OF SURFACE SOIL PARTICLES BELOW 74 pm

Location Particle Percentage

Ft. Hood, Texas 16-38

Ft. Bliss, Texas 5-8

Ft. Bliss, Texas 24.4 (Field)

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico ý8.3

Ft. Huachua, Arizona 1.4-9.4

Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona 9.1-21.0

Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona <45

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 7.6-30.4

Hence, we should anticipate large fractions of particles in excess of 75 um.

This statement therefore raisr.s a question, "How valid are the Smoke Week

and Ft. Sill sampler results?" What did the samplers actually intercept?

Although 100-ton detonations are not comparable to artillery-like

detonations due to deeper craters and greater energy release, nevertheless
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I
ftheir particle distributions have qualitative interest. Particle distributioais

following explosions of charges on the ground are presented below.

The in siLu material (clay soil; water table 4 ft) prior to detonation

has a distribution given by

dN 5.6 x 10 4

dr 3.6
r

it should be noted that the primary emphasis was on the larger particles,

radii >10 im, and therefore, extrapolation to smaller radii are required.

We assume the distribution is valid to - I im. At 92 sec after the detona-

tion the sampling of the rising main cloud showed the distribution in Table 7.

TABLE 7

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN MAIN CLOUD
(100 TON HE, COLORACO)

D (Gm) dN/d (log 0)

26 0.212

48 0.124

80 0.0606

1112 0.035

160 0.021

224 0.011

S320 5.5 x 10 "

448 .2.37 X 103

640 1.19 - "3

896 6.4 ,1•0"5•
1280 o

IThis distributizon. like ota-s has a form ie.% by th xreio

103 I_
r4.

-uu a• un in • nuuu In uu In--~-



where A is a "number density," or dN/dr - A/rn. This form is approximately

the same as the surface layer; however, the exponent was 3.3 for particles

less than 500 u.

At a later time, - 150 sec sampling of the cloud base and stem top

showed an enrichaeut of large particles !200 im due to settling; that Is,
-2.34

the size distribution - r for the particles <500 Pm. In the middle

of the stem the slope is r - and is compatible with the ejected dis-

t:ibution. Shortly thereafter, we established from the data a particle size

distribution function near the cloud base/stem:

dN 7.75 x l05 (3)d-r 3.69()
r

The major difference is a variation in the number of particles >1.00 ,m

Gad their location. For particle sizes <60 Lm the numbers remain approxi-

mately .he same.

"'his sampling took place during high winds. When the winds were mild.

the efrecc on the large ?articlea cesuics in earlier fallout.

:n another t•p, aihe arcie.e distribution near iround level was found

to be

4N a. 5 ( 10
Tr -3.6'

Wihre~pact co, particle size distributin frocs artillery 4ad =la

ch_ýag*, o partcl~e dirtribu~cions observed ia OU- under mild viud

conditions~, have boen reparzed la Ref. 4. The fi.rst was obcaian.d aý 120 e

aftir a b~arr4 of 8-155 m pre Jictilev wkierQ the *4=ler w44 at 160.6 Cý4bv

Lib- g .... D. .A -P°lgfiyR*?t n:" -:fa" '4t M72 1
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ground level. We noc.e that the particle sizes/diameters varied from -1

to 200 -m. At this time the cloud should be at -40-50 m altitude and

retain most of the lofted particles (no ballistic trajectories assumed);

however, the large particles (4L0O um) should have settled to tle -10-m

level. The second event consisted of 15-lb bare charges totaling 140,

detonated in a rectilinear array. Here the measurement was trade at 150 sec

after dezonarion and at an altitude of -. 26.3 m above iround level. The

number of small and large particles were both larger than in the above case.

The greater number of small particles is understandable in view of the later

time and sampling altitude. With respect to the larger number of large

particles, this may be due to the charge array and the interacting effect of

charges which may have lofted a larger fraction of loose surface dust to a

higher altitude than normal.

A fit to the data gives the expression,

dN 1.79 ( 100 -1 -l- _ . DI. ; (liter .. m (3)

or In units oi (cm3  I

dN 5.7 10-

1,e xpn,ýn (-'.65) is ch r~ctrriritic Qf lar~e particle earichient: ai antr:d

earlier.

is given by iI

35- 1C)

-'05
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difference between the two, the basic question is; What is the time-space-

dependent particle size distribution? The optical properties will depend

upon this question, particularly the particles with radii . 5 ;4m.

We will attempt to formulate the particle size distribution history.

First, we must establish the distribution of -he soil type that will

be lofted into the atmosphere. For this we assume that the distribution

is given by

dN A (8)
dr 3.6

r

Obviously, the exponent will vary between -3.3 and 3.7. Next we assume the

important particle radii lie betweern -i and 200 .im. Now, the mass density

(g/cc) of this function is

/ t900M 4 Af r-0.6 r 0-2
m" * - A ] r0  d') •l0"19 (9)

3 1

where • density uf material (g/cc).

If we assum453 • 2 then M can be obtained directly; Lhat is

m(t) - 76.7 x 10"12 (t) (10)

To find "A" we considdr a time, t'o * 0.a W where W - lb of HE. Now we

deine a crattria4 efficiency. rn(cc/lb HE). Then the ejae;tcd mass for W lb

of Uv ii

whre1 is the *oil densi~ty. Si.nce the entire mAis i.* not lofted we

irtr4',ucQ a fractional fallout =Ass. moto represent the "instoantaneous

fallout." Hence. the a4rborne fraction is

MW') - (U - M • • (,- tI
4ýI

! '
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The factors m0 and j are functions of soil type and soil wetness and will

be given later. Thus the factor A at c' for a cloud volume, V, is defined by

(1 - in) • . W"
(I -

(13)
76.7 x V(W)

If the concentration were uniform then A(c) would decrease as

ar.d similarly m(c). However, there is seCtling of the larger particles

and, therefore, the vertical particle size distribuLion changes with time

as well as the concentration. The latter depends upon wind speed and

particle size.

To simplify the problem we note that electro-optical transmission is

limited to less than 60 sac, probably -30 sec. Within this time period

the upper part of the cloud should be free of particles with radii Z 200 4m;

however, these should have settled near the base of the main c.loud. Further

particles from the stem will be blown into the cloud base; however, only

10% of the entire lofted mass i.s in the stem.

Hence, we assume that the particle size distributions are given by

the following expressions, when i >0.5 M/sec, u <l0 M/sec.

For t :S 5 sec

dN A
dr 3.6r

For 5 < t :S 15 see

The cloud b4se :3 m

4N AA

See Part I for defiiition of u.
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The remainder, cloud and stem

dN A A
dr 3. (14c)

r

Fo••t > 15 sec

dN A (14d)
d- "3.7r

The values of A are found by the procedure described above with the

auxiliary condition that the total mass for t > 0.3Wl/ 3 is distributed

accordingly, 90% in the main cloud and 10% in the stem.

Additional discussion is given lazer when the concentration

distribution is considered.

The above functions are needed to establish the Xie values for the

extinction, scattering, and absorption; that is, the optical properties of

the dust. We consider this topic Ln the next ectilon.

2.3 DUST OPTICAL PRCPERTIES

From the above discussion we observe that to specify the dust

(explosive) optical properties is, to say the least., a difficult task.

In Table 8 we have assembled several experimental values and a theoretical

one. The theoretical value for the photopic region (0.4 to 0.7 .,n) is

based on a water-lLke particle. Ide have omitted the effect of difiraction.
which will' increase the forward scattering and reduce the esxinecion

coefficient.

Patterson, E. %1. "Ititttiorl 3,tweofk 0.55 -ý and 1Q.6 i-M due to 3Sjl.-Vived
Aerosols," Applied Optics, 1977, pp. 24-14-2418. In this r4erence ?3ttrson
reviews and discusses his results on the etinction coefficient indued by
varying atmospheric dust aerosol si:e ditributiouu. The- v ria•t.-•- due to it:e
distribution is -2 orders oi nmagnitude. For 4ach spýcrai diitr~ui loa. ýhi
photapic value is the 10-11. -.m valut. and the v.Ariatioa withiz the. 3-5 ý,M
region is small,

1018
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TABLE 8

SPECTRAL EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR DUST"

(M2 /g)

xJavelengch (,.m)

Dust Orijin A-, .57 3-5 3.8 1.06 8-13 Source

Edgewood .55 .4 .30.4 CSL

Fort Sill .06 .04 .05 .03 DPGFI-78-313

(Surfaae) .4.16 .1.9 .13 DGFR-78-313

ougwy .32, -27 .35 i21 Smoke Week I.

~iyoni~g.07-
Clayý .125 A4eradyrne ýac

Theoretical .4-.j .13

Eg1in 4k3 .27 .25 .26 .23 Smoke W4eek 11

Seea ?art 3 ior additional data on the valuas for the phocopte region.

A single major deviacion is the Fort Sill photopic extin~ction coaficianc;
,hat ii. ýh 1,%est value observed ^or ~i~ed data.

jCruihed ta optimize size to 4 ým- particle- diameter, i.e.. zonparabLe .Q
surrazc. Also a minimum should exist at - 3.8 ~mfor ;he 3-5 ý.m br44.

The vari.~tions in ',,abt4 8 ire primrn.ily rolcatd t., ýomqositi~n 4n4

IMathe dzi~aI. 4c~~o t :h4 3 w~ 13 r !-ean~ va irfomced

by R.. Fickel. C$L. artd tho llput d4t4 r pr-ývddd by thii 'rizer a

~ci~t(vet .e tho iaut w.ev4' ~eaiv3 ota

coatta of t ~ "il ii~ .i 4o (Ima- r .~~t fdh~ (21010 30'

cbmd 0t) . Fo 0h44, the acap~e index 4i r~rztt e*4th

lishw4 vi~ zh4 tifat % hd i-13 ti ~ e T4b1.t ~. th

Z" xic4an vod.=uo .~ hr-C1pri~tU-4

tioll Q V



TABLE 9

WAVELENGTH VARIATION OF REFRACTIVE INDEX

Wavelength (,.m) Real Index Imaginary Index

8.2 1.130 .850

8.5 1.300 .141

8.7 1.400 .143

9.0 1.700 .197

9.5 1.730 .315

10.0 1.750 .300

11.0 1.620 .182

13.0 1.470 .142

upper and lower size litais were varied. Some results are given in Table

10, and a variation of the coefficient with particle size is shown in

Fig. 3. For the present study we "sed a lower limit for r - 2 ým and an

upper limit of 200 =m. From Fig. 3 we note that the important region for

this wavelength band is r -< 10 -=. Hence, a good representation of the

particle distribution is significant. For zhorter wavelengths the impor-

cant region 0hits inversely with wavelength since the part¢ile size

parameter. x. is defined by 2-ri.k aad x :ý,3 is thie significaat range.

In 0he above disLssion wie diI x amine. an eefecz oaf th-e axp.iosic;

tha 1. the poiiible dehydrati±on of same ejct~ed =4*s (partictalary the

-11
S) a (

S.. .. l C_ ,

Sff,

it

I4-. I I--- - I I I I I . -' I S r T - . r' -



TABLE 10

SPECTRAL EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

8.2 .059
8.5 .089
8.7 .101
9.0 .128
9.5 .133

10.0 .140
11.0 .142
13.0 .1.38

Iw,. I

NZ"

T- rT v I * I

3. Utitei" coifý-e~ ia4Fe4aýf?-tci *=,
6'AaTZCLc 9ZaCt01

S * •'



minerals) since the fireball will be _600* K for i sec detonation. Also

soil moisture is -20Z of the total mass ejected. The moisture should

appear either in liquid or vapor phase. A possibility is that the

moisture recondenses on the particles in the dust cloud and therefore,

che cloud particles are similar to the ejecca. For the present we neglect

this effect; see brief dicussion in 3ec. 3.8.1.

Also, there is produced about 0.2 g of carbon per gram of TNT. This

aerosol should be included with the dust. A preliminary estimate of the

effect would indicate that the transmission can vary by .

Thus, we see that the optical properties are varied, and a quantita-

tive understanding of the soil type, etc., is required to obtain a reason-

able estimate of the transmittance.

2.4 EXPL0SIVE EFFECTS

The effects of explosive type can have some importance either for

charge weight equivalent or possibly cratering phenomena. We follow

convention and use TNT as the reference explosive in Table 11. The explosive

TABLE 11

EXPLOSIVE TYPES ANO PROPERI'ES

ca/~ TNT Equivalenz Deonatian Yoa.ta( i

%41.0 6.93

Cor 3111I9 1.19 7.99

CoZP C4 i z 0 1.1$.0

e~~~ I i /Z 1e
SLb/Lb,3, . oo, 5O• ,aJ• •l;• t o;• •r •.•1 U Io.',

~ ~ 1' ~ hen ~e ~±u~o,}@ £ . -
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Como 3 is also an RDX/itT material. The ratio of RDX/TNT differs from the

mixture listed directly below. With respect to cratering a lower detona-

rion "elocity explosive will be more effective. We assume t.he effect ia

linear with veloci±y.

Above we used the value of 984 cal/g for TNT, a quancity whose

exact value is uncertain. Some investigators give a value of -740 calic.

Experiments performed on encased charges indlcate that the effect of total

shell weight should be included. The expression escablished experizencally

is given as

Heat Released (cal/-) - 740 (total weight/K weighc)'- (15)

Thus, for a 155-mm shell we would 4ave -1000 cal/g.

Since the high-explosive filler is not a sphere, the lenchl/diameter

ratio of the filler and initiator location should produce strong effects on

cratering. eL€. These e£fitzs are omicted at this cime; however, they

4.ould be exaziled Ln an upgrade4 m4oel. The rader is r•eierred to Rti. 5.

a, account for ambient condit.oni. i.e., ensure = we

,roijs4 zhc ý45of tie S4,h'- a,,n•-l, 14w. dcd. tlhe effective Wyof

earlaer W tawe d Fie Y4 U h w4h tiveýO ch iýilath4.
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underground detonations, the equivalent free air charge weight is given

by

W(air) = W(ground) exp (-3oXd) (17)
d

where p = soil specific gravity

xd = charge depth/W1/3 (ft/lb1 / 3 )

The latter is valid for Xd <-" 2, the range of interest here.
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3 CLOUD DEVELOPMENT MODEL

Here we axpand the model presented in Ref. 6 to include detonations

occurring at various depths and heights relative to the surface, and an

upgrade of the thermal effects. Although we discuss the cratering effects

produced by spherical bare charges, we recognize that differences can

exist with artillery shells and ocher munitions.

3.1 CRATERLNG EFFECTS

The explosive energy coupled into -he ground to produce cracering

is a function of burial depth. For a half buried charge, i.e., a surface

burst with the charge center at surface, the coupling is about 20% and will

rise to 100% when the depth (ft) 0.6W1 / 3 where W is the charge weight

(Ib). For near-surface bursts, i.e., above ground level, the coupling drops

rapidly. Hence, the fuzing effect can have a profound effect on the

crater size.

Although the mechanical interaction between the coupling energy and

terrain is significant, the topic is beyond the scope of this study. For
our model, we will relay upon experimental data to formulate the cratering
effects in different soils and conditions as a function of charge location

relative to the ground surface.

We will now describe the results of several experiments performed
under varying conditions for the express purpose of deriving a basis for

scaling laws. Again, we note that we have adopted the established procedure

of relating spatial coordinates and times to (charge weight)1/3

Since we are primarily interested in near-surface bursts, discussion

will emphasize the range where the charge center location is :1 charge

radius above or below ground level (see Fig. 5) where ST and RB are used to

S denote surface tangent and half buried, respectively.

6
Zirkind, R., A Preliminary Descriotion of an Explosive Dust Cloud Model,
General Research Corporation Report TM-235, 1978.
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HOB - I (ST) HOB - (03) DOB 1I

Figure 5. Definitions of Charge Placement

For clarification we note that a lO00-lb spherical TNT charge has

a radius of 1.33 ft. Thus, aL an HOB - I (geometrical height to charge

radius ratio - 1) the center of the charge is located 1.33 ft above ground

level. Similarly, for HOB - 2, the center of a 1000-lb charge is located

2.66 ft above Lhe ground level. For a 1-lb charge the radius is 0.133 ft.

In each of these cases a crater will be formed whose size depends

upon cnarge weight and soil conditions. In Fig. 6 we provide some defini-

tions applicable to the crater where "apparent" means the created physical

void. It is assumed here that the volume of the apparent crater, Vat

is initially discharged into the atmosphere and creates the primary and

secondary dust clouds. The latter may be caused by stones, etc.. (salta-

tion process) but for the present is neglected. Our major Lnterest will be

on the following:

cr or ra a crater radius, apparent

c d or da a crater depth. apparent

One should note that the lip colLains some ejecta and compact soil upthrusted

by the explosive force. The lip ejecta is fall-back material and is non-

trivial. Let us now examine the test data and derive theroirom a 4u.Sested

$et of rul~es.

We initiate the discussion with a set of data obtained at Fort ?olk,

Lousiana: 1000-1b TNT spheres were detorated in or on silt stone. The
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soil was wet (> 85% saturation) except for one event, #1, where the satura-

tion was only about 50%. The pertinent results are given In Table 12.

TABLE 12

APPARENT CRATER 0IMENSIONS

Event No. 1 2 3 4 5

HOB (charge radius) -1 0 +0.5 +1 -0.5

r (i• )(ra/wa/3) 11.4 10.4 7.9 6.9 10.2
(1.14) (1.04) (.79) (.69) (1.02)

d a(ft);(d/W /3) 5.7 4.3 2.7 3.0 5.7
(.57) (.43) (.27) (.30) (.57)

V a(it) - parabolic 859.3 703.1 254.6 114.4 729.4

Soil density (0/ft 3) 85 112 108 120 120

Crater Efficiency
(fi 3/kon) 1719 1406 509 229 1459
( i /lb) .86 .703 Q2 .115 .73

Harvey, W. T., et al.. Near-Surface Cratering Experiments, Fort Polk,
Louisiana. AXF¶L TR-74-351. November 1975.

W4e observe that the crater ra.u tn increase with d.icrea~ing

In ig. 7, uase the effect of io~d soil type4 an the crater radius

acid depth is a function o af e314 bti~4r* ddvch. C144:1y the two extrezes.

=rWi*a muc and b~aat. beh~ave a3 exected. F'urther. as tha burW& depth

inresisthe crater depth inr44ait &initally and then d~reases.

Eventually no crter i4 fo-o1 T.hQ daZ4 from Ft. ?olk tet agrea with

1:0
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In Figs. 8 and 9 we present data on the cratering ability of ?1000-lb

and larger spherical charges in Colorado soils and different percentages

of soil saturation. These were scaled-down versions of DNA tests, Middle

Gusts, and Mixed Coamany. DRES is the Defence Research Establishment,

Canada. The effects of wet and dry soil are evident. Additional specific

data are given in Appendix D.

The shape factors for the various craters are shown in 1ig. 10,

where the crater shape is normally parabolic or ellipsoidal. For artillery

shells, the elliptical crater has been tiuggested.

Since we are interested in cratering efficiency, we show this parameter

as a function of burst height (in charge radii) in Fig. 11. Clearly, for

most situations where artillery or mortars are used, the height of burst

lies between 0 and 1, since the charge radii are only several inches.

Since we are interested in scaling charge weights •.00 lb then we should

establish the range of validity for scaling. In Ref. 7, experiments were

performed with 0.08 lb to 0.247 lb of HE in simulated alluvial soil. For

HOB - 0, the scaled crater radius and depth are 0.69 and 0.62, respectively.

This result agrees reasonably well with the data obtained with fraction

to multi-ton explosive charges. Similarly, for other conditions we can

assert the scaling is applicable.

In Table 13 we have estimated the parameters needed in this model

for several soil types where Item I is the values used for the Grafenwohr

testa in November 1978. The values for WSXtR are limited since the moisture

content is not available at this time. We caution the reader these are

current values and additional data can modify them significantly.

7Seifert, K., et al., Ex erimental Re ort of Cratering Displacement and
Ejecta Processes, Physics International Report DNA 4482T, August 1974. i
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TABLE 13

ESTNATE0 PARAMETERS FOR SHELLS ANO .MORTARS

S... c rw./3 14 / 3L! 3,,.)
__t__ 3011. Type; condiclor. Cr.'W1  d 1114 :c

. Sod & soil; ,vec .7W"0 3  .045 90

Sod & soil; dry .72W" 0 4  I.ow-*03 .33 75%

2 Clay; wet 1.44 .72 2.0 90%

Clay; dry .5 .3 .72 75t

3 Sandy clay; wet 1.6 .56 2.5 90%

Sandy clay; dry .35 .32 .75 75Z

4 Silt stone; wec .04 .43 .55 90%

Silt scone; dry .9 .2 .32 75".

5 IA soIl; wec 1.3 .50 1.67 G0%

WSM?, soil; dry .96 .45 .87 5A

6 Alluvial soil; moist .71 .31 -15 30%

iCrate may b4 larger at the itaiact. ve 4.sum-. 4er4 4an eiectivý cr:zra.Q.

135-mm live s:'wL.



3.2 T%.EL'%U.L EnCTS

3.2.1. General Discussion
The detonation of a high-'.xplosive charge generates a high-temperature

environment Including shock-heated air. The env.ronment is a high-
temperature, low-pressure bubble (f'.reball) which expands and rises. Et
is responsible for the lacer stages of the dust clu? behavior and the
radiant power history. Here we will discuss the "'r.,,erature sources and
the emitted thermal radiacicn and atempt to eslmai:e the late. low
temperature. characteristics of the cloud that are importanc to thermI.
electro-opicail systems.

First let us consider the shock wave ffects on "-he ambient air that
occur at times ý.OW1/3 ms~a. Severai significant variables are given in
T.~ble 14..

TABLE 14

SPArIAL 01ýTRIBUTNON OF SHOCK-HEATE0 A4R F'OR
Ar1KOSPER IC 3ETONAr0ON

Reduced

Radi•l Peak ihock Pae Stho,:k Rciiua
Oveprea~u.- Teprtueperatuce

(..f/W . (pit)0

4.31 0 359

6 . 5@0 L53,}

5.5:

%-e



The shock-heated air will be engulfed by the dust cloud at later times.

As will be shown later, the cloud radius is -5.5WI13 at t= O.W 13se

and > lOWI1 3 (ft) at t- 0.35W1/ 3 sec. Since we are concerned about longer

time periods (-4W1/3 sec), the fireball effect or heated cloud is of

greater significance.

The luminous cloud has a definitive thermal pulse--a first peak,

second peak, and a later tilrd peak resulting from the rising TNT debris

afterburning. We can write for the peaks the following scaling laws:

t = 12W1 / 3 (Psec)

t = 150W (1isec)

t = 2.5WI/3 (msec)

The radiated power (for an HOB = 1) normalized to t2 is shown in

Fig. 12, and the integrated value in Fig. 13. Although the latter implies

that the normal radiation is -10% of the blast yield, the probable value

is closer to 30% since the sensors measure primarily visible and near-

infrared radiation. 8

Let us now consider surface heating. For a 1000-ib charge the fire-

ball radius, it lU msec, is -3.6 m. For a 500-ton charge we observe a

value of -39 m at 100 msec. Thus the W1/3 scaling agrees with the observed

results. These times correspond approximately to times of their respective

second peak. Hence, if scaling holds, we have a l-lb charges a sphere

ffireball) whose radius is 0.36 m. At this time scale -10% of the cotal

energy is radiated.

For a 155-mm shell, W - 7 kg, the fireball radius is 0.88 m at 2.26

msec. Hence, the energy radiated is

Tt should be noted that it takes About 6 psec for the detonation wave to
reach the surface of a 1-lb spherical charge.

8 See discits'1i4n in F. B. Porzel, Introduction to a Unified Theory of
Exploions, NOL TR-72-209, September 1972.
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Q (0.1) (0.l)W 106 cal/kg (18)

= 7 x 104 cal

where the thermal power is 10% of the explosive yield. The ground ir-

radiance is therefore

H - cal/cm2 ,7 104 (19)
7rr 47r(88) 2

Consider this input to i cm2 of surface of thickness, t; then the temperature

rise is

20.72 cal/cm Pc Ap T (20)

where p = soil density

c = specific heatp

or, for t = 1 cm

AT = 0.72/(2.6)(0.22) = 1.26-C (21)

SinLce the irradiation occurs at shorter times and radii, the increase may

be • 30 C which under most conditions is unimportant.

Thus we suggest that the surface heating for explosive events of

interest to this study (artillery/mortar munitions) is unimportant in

calculating the overall cloud thermal effects. There is semi-quantitative

evidence that the crater is warm. Long-term observations (42 min) after a

multi-ton event showed that in the near field, i.e., 2x crater radius, the

surf•ae temperature was characteri3tic of the subsurface ambient temperature

and then dropped to the normal ambient surface temperatures at 5x crater

radius. This implies that background temperatures can be disturbed by the fl
explosion for long periods, and furthermore, may depend upon the season

of the year.

132 1 ,
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The work done by the explosive on the soil and the ho: cloud fallout

into the crater can contribute to the warm crater temperature.

3.2.2 Cloud Temperature

Above, we have shown that the ground heating and shocked heated air

is not significant since the fireball heating of the dust cloud, which

includes the latter, is the dominant mechanism. The temperature history is

important for two reasons: (1) residual heat to generate a bw,,ant cloud;

and (2) target obscuration.

Quantitative measurements of thermal radiation produced by high-

explosive detonations ares limited and these, until recently, to relatively

large events. In Fig. 14 we present the power-time results from a 500-ton

event in the spectral bands N <• 2.5 4m and k <ý 4.5 ,.m. The effect at -4

sec is due to either afterburning or uncovering of low temperature debris.

Correspondingly, the mean temperature of cloud vs. time is shown in Fig. 15.

The extrapolation to lower temperatures is a complex problem; however,

this has been done analytically (see Fig. 16) and can be used for other
/13

charge weights by using the scaling factor (i/15.6)

The cooling of the hot -warm dust cloud is given by a relationship

of the form

'T -"10 exp [-(3hiLc pr)tj (22)

p9

where h - thermal transfer coefficient (CaL/c&" sec 4C)

- particle density, glcc

c - particle specific heat, cal/j "C

r - particle radius, cm

We note here t'- even at t - 30 sec. thire is an ameunt of themwaL A
radiation emitteu at wavelenngths of intaese: to some thar=- sys:dms.
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I

The exponent 1:3 -(3 x 1.356 10 4/(2.6)r = 6.51/r, where r is in
micrometers, and therefore, the (.T 1/T 1) for r 10 ;m is -0.521/1.49 x

10-4• 1/50 ad 1/7110r 1

10-= 1/350 and 1/671 for ŽT (11 )/,ITI. These values do not disagree with

observed values for the 155-mm event, and the curve scaled from large TNT

charges; see Fig. 16. For r different than 10 1m, the times may be faster

or slower if less or greater than 10 pm, respectively.

For buoyant plume calculations we assume that 300 cal/g of TNT is

the appropriate quantity and the duration is t (sec) = 4.1W . This

quantity does not scale precisely since for larger events the cloud pene-

trates to greater altitudes, i.e., to lower temperatures, giving greater

buoyancy. For example, a 100-ton event was reported to stabilize at an

altitude of -8000 ft after 300-480 sec, whereas the above expression

would suggest -240 sec.

Alternatively we can use Fig. 16 in the following fashion: if the mean

cloud temperature > IT of the ambient air temperature corresponding to

cloud 1z (temperature at cloud top minus temperature at cloud base), it is

buoyant.

Although the above is directly applicable to an explosion on the

surface, extension to near-surface bursts will introduce smaller errors

than other uncertainties. For example in the HOB -l case. the high-

temperature bubble will be non-spherical due to the initial vencing process.

Also the crater will be hotter than for HOB - +1.

For events like Fort Sill, i.e., small particles, the cooling should

be faster.

3.3 CLOUD DISPERSAL

In Ref. 6 the generation of the dust cloud and dispersion of this

aloud are described in detail for the case of 1OB - 1. The results art

given in Sec. 3.4; that is, for the lofted c¢ater mass.
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3.4 INITLL CLOLD VOLUME

The se(.cnd stage is defined when an Initia1 volume is lofted

the atmosphere, formning a parabolic dust cloud. This stage occurs within

a scaled time, c _ 0.IW1 13. Hence, the vol,.ume is

(t) D (t) "iH (t) (23)

where D a. HC, are specified in Fig. 17.

113 113 1./3 1For example, at t 0.1W/, DI-I/ O 10.8 ft/(Ib) and H/W/
1/3

6.6 fti(lb) ; therefore

Vcz(O.lW1 /:) - 320W (24)

Hence, for an explosive charge of weight W 15 lb for wet terrain, the

concentration C is -3.5 x 103 g/m3

3.5 GROWTH OF MAIN CLOUD AND STEM
./3 1/13For the time period 0.1W C / 0.3W ,/we treat t goh oi the

stem and the main cloud separately.

The stem diameter is considered to oe z-2 crazer diameters. We con-

sider, for computational razons, that the tm Is a Qyinder.

The main cloud is also deiined as a zclnder whoe volume I.s Ziven by

the expression

V (C) *- ,(0*~ 5ck 4 Ci.

where ?~t) is thia cloud thclrue~i; *Q4 Fi 1.7. Thqae stem vdla.u i4 dii4 d~ At

"-- 1* .

m • m ~:/' lmbml 1.6mmlmlml.
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V (t) - 4-r C 2 H (C) (26)

where H (c) is the stem heigh: and given in Fig. 18. The overall cloud
s

.c.gh. is i- (t) + t:().

At :his time we assume tha: the cloud has stabilized at a height

defined by W only; tha: is, we include the affec: of lapse rate as part of

the plume.

The buoyant plume in still air is a special case, see discussion in

Part 1. On the basis of limited data and analysis one may estimate that

the heigh: of the cloud is given by the value

H -3.7F'!4 (m) (27)

where F - 3.6 0 O-0 Q (cal/sec) and Q - (lO caligm TNT) -4W"

1/3 6 2/0.3W or Q (1.3 x 10 cal)W/, where W is in pounds.

3.6 --LOUD DISPERSA70N

For times greatet than t - 0.3W1 /3 we assume the dust cloud is

dispersed like a low-order rhermal, s:ationary source.

For the present we limit the discussion for dus: cloud dimensions

at or near abilizacon -4hen HOB - 0 and -1. These are listed i, Table 15.
Like the dispersion of the HOB - I case. the dust clouds for HOB - 0 and

-1 are dispersed by the methodology described in Part 1. This includes

:hthermal eieect described in Sec. 3.2. nawly 300 cal/s oi TNT is
1/3avaltable for 3 ti t * 4.W sec.

Agin% assume to a ftit8 aproh:on m~a4 oncentrat~ion iA

uniam :n ttw next Aubsecrion ue consider ;ualitacively the a~iecr oi

non-wiiform- distribution.

;.Irkind. .I. An D~~iAr~ iiperit.W Model. Untrder Rese4src
corpioral Rpý)Z CR-:1., uecebr 1978.

"° H'
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TABLE '15

CLOUD DIMENS:ONS FOR HOE 0, -1

ROB 0 HOB a -1
'/3

Cloud Heig'h (;t/W1) 6.2

(:loud Diamecer (fi/W 1/) 6.84 5.5
1/3,item Diameter (ft/W/) 1.14 1.0

Stem Heighc ( "/T ) 2.28 2.0

3.7 MASS D TSPRBUTION

One of the uncertainties in explosive-relaced phenomena is the

spatial-temporal history of the lofted dust. Althougn the earlv hiitory

is responsible for the flo'- field internal to the dust cloud And the dust

distribution, our interest Is in the later sciges. Experimental data are

l.mited particula.rly for artillery/morcar munitions; however, the general
behavior is reasonably understood. It should ba noted that the data from

large EH detonations are not direc:ly applicable in view of the heights

reached, thousands of feet above iround level., to which the dust cloud rises-.-

the vertical atmosphertc wind and temperature str%&cure Are difefare .

Neverthle•s, t'he cr*ton of a• loud item and a rising vortx in the =in

cloud i7e al•o cliaracterl.stic oe near-turf4ce explosio-is.

Obiervationa for ,ar;,e detonations a fzr the iitia, ria, taicatt

thaz che harizontul discribu.tior. in the cloud~ hias 4 foc= sahaw betaw; t-14

I

I ... .... ... l

- -4



I

j is, the primary mass is located in the vicinity of the vortex center, and

a relatively small amount of dust is concontrated around the axis. The

stem distribution will have a form similar to the one shown below: the

stem extremities (x) are increased

!I

due to limited quantities of upswept ground dust. The vertical distribution

is a result of the vrtical motion and the sedimentation.

3.8 MASS CONCENTRATION

The swept-up dust is part of the stem ar,d increases the outer radius

somewhat.

- From the above sampling results the vortex center appears to exist

equidistant from the axis, and we may assume the vertical location is the

center of the cloud. In time, turbulence will vertically mix the particulates

in the cloud. On the other hand, sedimentation (fallout) plays an important

role in altering the mass ana size distribution in the cloud and stem; that

is, the larger particles settle out by inertial forces. This is illustrated

in Fig. 19 for a 100-ton event, HOB = 1. The mass vaiies given are for

a horizontal column of unit area at that altitude and time.

On the basis of the above, for charge weights of battlefield munitions,

we consider that for normal wet soil about 90% of the soil ejected will

settle early and therefore, 10% will constitute the dust cloud and stem.

In fact most particles in excess of 100 Wm will fall out in the first 10 4

see. On the other hand, if the soil in the dust cloud is made of small

particles, as exemplified by Fort Sill, the large fraction of the ejected

mass may remain aloft.

If there is a need to establish a non-uniform concentration then for

I the main cloud, above the stem height plui 3 m, we suggest the vertical

Sif 143
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I

mass distribution is of Gaussian form with the halfwidth about the cloud

toroid center equal to toroid thickness/2. Similarly, for the horizontal

distribution, we may assume the shape as shown above with the same half-

width as thc vertical distribution. Since turbulent vertical and horizontal

mixing will exist, uniform concentration occurs after a time -20-30 sec.

For the model presented here we assume uniform concentration in the

cloud and stem; however, the mass differences will yield different concentra-

tions for both.

Since the height of the clouds attain values of 30-40 m, we disperse

the cloud in the following manner: (1) stem, (2) top layer, and (3) cloud

center. Obviously the cloud height is established from the top-layer

behavior, the overall width from the stem and cloud widths. The dispersion

algorithms require the mean wind speeds at the respective heights. Thus

we use an average u for the stem at -2 m. To find the values at the dif-

ferent altitudes we can suggest the following:

V
Stem: u(z) x-- Zn (z/z0) (28)

0.4 (~ 0

-2 -2
where V = frictional velocity = (1/ 2 )Cdu1 (Cd• 4 × 10-)! x

z0 = surface roughness; see Table 8, Part 1

u mean speed at 0.5 m

For heights >4 m, employ the power law:

u= Ul(Z/zl)P (29)

where z is 4 m and u1 is the mean speed at 4 m. The values for p are the ;5

following: neutral - 0.142; unstable - 0.1; stability G - 0.8. Values of

0.3 and 0.5 are suggested for stability classes E and F.

Although a surface surge is associated with the shock wave, we will

I neglect this effect for several reasons:
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1. The height of the surge cloud can be expressed as

H (ft) = 2"MP * t (sec)

and, since we are interested in aPs 0.2 psi and

t - .003 sec, H (ft) = 2.(0.1)(0.003):= 0. Further,

the shock strength would be too weak to raise signi-

ficant dust from the compacted soil.

2. The material velocity of the air behind the shock wave

is only -- 1.7 m/sec.

3. The effect of the asymmetric jets should be more

important on the near-surface obscuration.

Hence any dust raised by the surface surge will for modeling purposes

be considered as an integral part of the initial cloud.

3.8.1 Settling Speed

The particulate material within the cloud will settle out provided

the vertical downward velocity exceeds the upward wind speed where the

latter is approximately one-fifth the mean horizontal wind speed.

Consider a spherical partizle to be acted on by gravity. The force

is then defined by

F 4Trr 3 g(p - ) (30)
3 p a

where r - particle radius, cm

g = 981 cm/sec
2

Pp particle density, g/cc

Pa = air density, g/cc

For particles at constant velocity we can apply Stokes Law to define the

resistance force; i.e.,
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R = 6Tm • r • v (31)

where = coefficient of viscosity (1.8 x 10-4 glcm sec)

v = particle velocity

At this point we need to examine the character of Stokes Law. The

drag can be defined by the expression

R (1/2)p v C A (32)

where CD = drag coefficient

A = particle area

or, for the Stokes case,

CD = 24/Re (33)

where Re is Reynolds number = $vD/l. One may show when Re > 1 that the

Stokes value for CD underestimates the drag, and a more appropriate expres-

sion is

-A6
C 0.06 +- (34)
D Re

To find the settling speed for Stokes particles, neglecting oa, we

have F - R - 0 or,

v -9 r (35)

Substituting the values for g, n and 0 pr, we have for a 2 g/cc particle.

v 2.3 x 10 6r (36)

Hence, for a 10-uz particle, i t 2.5 cm/sec. For a 100-um particle. v

2.4 m/sec. Experiments have shown that the terminal velocities for 100-um,
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l000-um, and 1-cm particles are 0.5 m/sec, 6 :n/sec, and 22 m/sec, respec-

tively. For our use here we assume Stokes Law for r 1 50 ý.m (v _< 0.5 m/sec)

and the experimental values for r • 50 ,m. It this is the situation, then

in 10 sec all particles with r 4 50 --m at heights _ 5 m will settle out.

Alvarez 1 examined the effect of relative humidity on precipitation

of ambient hygroscopic particles. His data indicate that, if the relative

humidity > 74%, the sspended particles approach precipitation weight and

by 91% the particles are heavy enough to precipitate. This situation may

be exascerbated in a dust cloud. Again, there is little data on the relative

humidity within the dust cloud; however, the local value must be elevated

above ambient conditions.

The general equation of mctlon is defined as

- -g - (l8i./•D')y

from which we obtain

e -at

0-at
YO - -a (Vola & g/a)( - a

where u- mean horizontal speed. V0 i £nitial vertical vtloicy. and a *

18 ýIOD - 18 1/D2 .
11Alvarez, R., "A Study in the Changes on the Quantity of Aerosol Particles

in the .mbient Hedium as a Result of Fluctu•tions in the Relative Humidict
of the Air," IZv, Atmospheric 4 Oceanic ?hyil, VQ. 13. No. 12, 077.
p. 911.

It should be noted chat this efeet oa hyros,;opie smokas has not been
examined and may affect the yitld of pho phtra-derived smoke clouds.
Also ambient particles are 10 ý.Om uher44 dust particles are primarily
> 10 m.
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4 VALIDATION TESTS

As in Part 1, we present here several tests of the dust model dis-

cussed earlier. Unfortunately, the many tests performed to data have

limitations; :*ar. is, the data are unavailable (Grafenwohr 1979, DIRT-I);

the data are not complete (Grafenwohr 1978 and others); for live firings

the exact detonation location relative to the samplers are unknown. Further,

few tests of single or mulci-individual rounds are available for analysis.

If the test consists of several adjacent rounds, : 25 m , then interactive

affects occur that are difficult to model accurately. Notwithstanding

the above, we will present several cases.

Test I - Grafenwohr - November 1978: NV & EO LUB

Input Conditions:

u - 3.35 m/sec

Pasquill Category - C

Ground level - 960 mb

Munition - One 155-m shell artillery delivered

"The data provided wer, limited to semi-quantiitative cloud geometry

and the transmiss~ion tQ the 8-12 .m spectral region.

Zn -.1 20 we show that the cloud height ii 4ccurately prediztaed

when the buoyancy (heat added) is taken into account. In Fig. 21. we present

the calcuJatcd concentration and Cransmission and the measured transmission.

4 Uthough the practical "anicacion between the two transmisiions art imall,

the measured value is 2, the calculated. There are several possible ex-

lanati•ns: ,1) the extno.tion c¢efficient is too large; (2) the con-

centratio- is too high; or (3) both. The underlying reason is that the

tr~nsis~meter is nea~r the :loud base and coauqueatly, Pth4 particle sizes
ty be different (larger) thaa in th oQther parts oi the Qloud. and the parts

of t4h line of eiaht are not fliled with dust.

Half diStanceý.
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Test 2 - Grafenwohr - November 1978

input Data:

u - 2.5 M/sec

Pasquill Category - C

Visibility - 2 km (high humidity)

Ground temperature - l1 C

Hunitions - Two 155-= artillery
shells delivered; detonations 25 m agarc

Results

Apparently the two events occurred simultaneously, and ch,.-refore, the

shock interacts at -12.5 m at 97 msec. A Hach shock will form at an

altitude of -5 m and then propagate in both directions. The wave will

reach the ejecting mass at 125 msec at a velocity of -40 m/sec. The wave

will interact with the dust cloud .:or 0.02 sec in the direction of air flow.

Vectorial considerations yield an average displacement of 1.7 m due to the

wind; i.e., the average ejecta velocity is -40 m/sez at 43' to the vertical.

The horizontal displacement ..2 m and -5 m. and the cloud diameter is

increased -3.4 m. The efrect on cloud height is small, -r I m.

The calculated initial cloud dimensions are as follows:

t (see) D (i--.)

M., 3.72 1.49

0.122 5.58 2.79

0.742 3.2. 10.0

Suh*Qquont dimensioas are detdrml.-ed by covtatonal vpregsion for

raqu~il Caeeory C.

In 22-P - the cloud hegt 44 ýýw~c~ud by 4 wilicon ~ TV d J-1-
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The cloud width comparative results are shown in Fig. 23. These and

the above show good agreemen=. One must recognize chat the measured results

are subject co some error.

Fiaally, the calculated and measured transmissions throu3h the cloud

are oresenced in Fig. 24. The thermaý transmission agrees reasonably welL;

however, the silicon region appears zo have a lower excinction coefficient

than theoretically estimated.

Test 3 - SWU - Trial 29

The input da:a are given in Fig. 25, where the second row was detonated

5 sec after row A. The distance of S., C, and N cransmissometers were 40,

90, 140 m from row A. respectively.

The calculated and measured C • L for the three transmissomecers Are

shown in Fig. 26. It should be noted that the shock interaction ha3 been

taken into account; i.e., intra and inter row.

The agreement between the two C • L curves is excellanc.

Test 4- Ft. 3111, DPI-005-r3

In Fig. 2 7 , we present the initial conditions, the measurti C

(solid) and the calculated reiults. If the arriv4l time is displaced

several seconds then the agreunc is improved. The methodelogy us-ed here

is as de.cribed in the text.

Test 3 - Vt. Sill. OPI-005-TI9

The available L-pu Co~izion't aria givern bhqlow:

S- 6 mI/sec

Rtlauiv4 Hum~idity - 7

- i4

Sky-

?a~quii Catery - ~4rimiated)

. . . .. .. .....

S... ... i :: mm lNtmmn n!

S. . . u nnin u ii
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A - 3 155 zn
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t 0 (B) t t 0 (A) + 5 sec

u 3 m/sec

PASQUILL CATEGORY = B

II

Figure 25. Layout of SWII-29 Event
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In Fig. 28 we present the calculated and observed cloud height and

width. The results are in fair agreement in spite of the limited input

data to establish the prevailing meteorological conditions. In Fig. 29

we present the comparative results for C • L, an& the results are in

good agreement.

On the basis of the above we conclude that the proposed model can

provide a good estimate of the dust obscuration generated by explosive

munitions.

With respect to the detailed explosive dust model presented here,

a form suitable for operational use is described. For specific calculations

where the actual burst height, soil type, etc., are known, the reader can

obtain the necessary cratering expressions from the basic text.
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5 MODEL STRUCTURE FOR EXPLOSIVE DUST

5.1 GROLUND INPUT DATA

A. Scenario

Line of sight

Munition deployment plan

Munition rate

Sensor type and operational wavelength

B. Munition Characteristics

Type (caliber, Xk No.)
HE material and weight

Fuze type and setting

C. Meteorological Conditions

Time of day

Cloud cover
Mean wind speed (m/sec) - surface to 10 m

Temperature T(°C) - 0.5 m and 10 m

Elevated inversion layer
Wind direct.on

0. Terrain Characceristics

Soil moisture conditions
Soil type and &radation
Vegetation

E. 02tical Properties

(1) Effective Charge Weight Caleuuacion

W eff W (pre~sure at sea level/preasure at denagtion alt)

W a (explos±.e weight)
4a1 for rNT

1 .14 for ComD B

H B 1.1 for C-4
* 0.86 for Expluaive 0

| /,63



(2) For ambient conditions and explosives used, compute W e

and (W e 3)

(3) Establish soil type and condition, enter Table 16, and

find scaled parameters, - and m0. From (2) obtain crater

radius and depLh. The laLLer is only for general interest.

TABLE 16

ESTIMATED PARAMETERS FOR SHELLS AND MORTARS

.'em Soil Type; Condition Cr/W 1/3  Cd/W1/3 - (ft3/0)

I Sod and soil; "wt 0.7W" 0 3 0.71W'*0 4  0.55 90%

Sod and soil; dry 0.72W.04 !.OW-' 03 0.33 75%

2 Clay; wet 1.44 0.72 2.0 907.

Clay; dry 0.50 0.30 0.72 75%

3 Sandy clay; wet i.60 0.56 2.50 90%

Sandy clay; dry 0.55 0.32 0.75 75%

4 Silt Stona; We, 1.04 0.43 0.55 90%

Silt stone; dry 0.90 0.20 0.32 75Z

3 WSMR soil; vet 1.30 0.50 1.67 W0%

WS.'n soil; dry 0.96 0.453 0.87' 75%

6 A.luvial soil; moi:t 0.71 0.31 0.25 50%

*Fallout fr•ct.iofn (%). "

CrAtr m~ay be Iar&Qr 4t cha surfacds ye 4aume here an tf vo crater.

~155-=~ live Ahell.
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(a) Decermine elecced weight • - charge weijhr (lb)

- See Table 16

;(Ib/ft3) - soil type

100 Alluvium moist

35 Sod, dry

70 Sod, wet
125 Clay, wet

100 Clay, dry
100 Sandy clay, dry

125 Sandy clay, wec
140 Sandy clay and gravel
125 Siltstone, wet

9U Siltstone, dry

(b) Lofted weight (I -mO) * ejected weight

(z) Main cloud dust weight - (0.9) - Jofted weig•t

Stem dust wcighc a (0.1) - lofted weight

Retain above .or use to find concentration and particle
di.s!rbucion, if deired.

(4) Cloud Histiry - LnitiAl

(h) Enter ?ij. 10, for 0c .(t). Hi --(t) when t ýo 0).1 W

and . 0.3 W

(d) Fr= (a) w g Vol (, 2 U (•D

S4MT C; %(z)

NQ ze CC .3W

1615
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()Concencration - mnicial

C 0.9 1-oft Weight. (.g) g1/M3

T/4 • D-, • I

c .

C 0.11 L3: W gh c ( g) g/,M31
4TC" * H

r s

We next consider the dispersion of the main -!loud and scam, realizing that

the cloud is still buoyant.

(6) Cloud History - Buoyant Phýase

/13
(a) Calculat C b - 4.1W resultant is .ime for buovant

phase of najor cloud only.

(b) Calculate F - 3.6 - 10-5 (300 • .E

(c) Pasquill Category A, 3. and C

1 611/ 2/3

u at &M

U9

(d) ?4ýiqui'±U6 C~c ry 0

1h 1.6fY' X 0.4. 0.64 X2.(;

<45

55 j

00 (-1h M4

Ihr .%bfr?4uilctlpyA .C q
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(f) Cat E, F, etc.

Compute a + 0.098 ; T is actual temperaiure
0 Li

Compute X, - 2.4 U/S

1/2 2/3
-'h - ..u For _ ta x x u- 4m

I.h -. 9 (F/us)

(g) - 0

m - 1.87Q0 ".25 (m)

Q - 4.2 • 106 . W (kg); W - TNT equivalent weight

Noce: The dimensions here are given by a right circular

cone where cop radius -0.5 • HMA and the cona half-4n-le

is 26".

(7) Stem; Momentum Dispersion ?hase (u > 0)

(a) From Input data and the table dacemine ?Aaq4uiI Cargoy7.

i
At

*4- $%ar Ma- 4r tt -S L gh Q ,ot&

A- A-

3-5 3-CC

Ii i



(b) x-uu 2

(c) Cloud Width, y

From (a) enter table And comput Y.

?asquill Caceg3ry - A 9.1 + 0.419:

?asquill Cace-gory - 3 9.1 + 0.328.

Psquill Category - C 9.1 + 0.23ey

?asquill Category - 0 9.1 + 0.2?x

Pasquill Category - E 9.1 + O.'3x

Pasquill Category - F 9.1, + 0,1.46x

(d) Cloud Rise, z

Note: The scem dust will penetrate tht main ciou~i base
irom Wa entar cable and find.

+W 0.39S t4 0.5 2, 1';Ccat A

~.3+ 0ý23X '1.0 Y±/!s~ cat c A

S2.73 + 4~ . Cat

2.7) + 0. 1.3 7.0 A M/ •ee

S2.7) + O.1Lx 5a

-2.73 + 0.073x c -

"2.7. 0.06A C4:".

2. 73 O0Xcat F

---- ----



(e) Cloud Volume: Stem

-i~ -i
V(t) =(n/6)x • y • z

x= ut + D /28

Y y(t) + Ds

1 -

01Loft Weight3
(f) Concentration (t) 0.1 (t) g

(8) Main Cloud Dispersion

(a) Compute u(z)

u(z) = u (4m) • (/p

p = 0.1, 1 .. B, and C

p = 0.142, Cat D

p = 0.3, Cat E

p = 0.5, Cat F

p - 0.8, Cat G (+3, Table 1)

(b) For unstable and neutral, cloud sheared at base (4 m),

H (top) and (Hcl - 4) + 2.

For stable categories, shear only top.

From input data, find Pasquill Category, see (7a).

x = ut where u is given by above rules

y, see (7c), again use appropriate value of x.

., see (7d), again use appropriate value of x.

(c) Inversion layers can be treated as defined for smoke.

(9) Main Cloud Dimensions
x ut + D cl/2

-I

Z(t) Ah(t) + ztt)

171



(10) Main Cloud Volume

A simple approach is to assume an ellipsoidal shape; i.e.,

ellipsoid + 4, where x, y, and Z(t) are defined for the top

layer. This will give a somewhat larger volume. -Otherwise,

we can treat the volume in two parts, the top layer and the

remainder.

For top, insert, compute values for x, y, Z

V1 =(Tr/6)xyI Z(t)

For remainder

T Dc T
lTD 1

V2  8 + (1/3) y (t) • Z(t) • u t

where u is at cloud center.

(11) Main Cloud Concentration

Concentration = 0.9 loft weight + (V1 + V2 )

Note: The validations in the main text were performed using

the simple procedure.

(12) Particle Size Distribution

Follow procedure described in main text.

(13) For a prec.i.se calculation where the charge center height is

known explicitly, then the crater dimensions and crater

efficiency can be estimated from material in text and appendix D.

The remainder of the procedure is as given above.

The values in Fig. 4, Part 2, are for free air explosions.

For the condition HOB < 0 the reader must employ the relation

air - W(charge) . exp (3 pXd)

where p - soil specific gravity and X charge depth/W
d

2.12

! 72
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(14) Multi-Munitions

In the above procz•dure, we assumed each explosion is mutually

independent. This is correct provided the charges are about

50 m apart, or the material velocity (see Fig. 4) is

comparable to the ambient u. Otherwise, there are shock

interactions. Since operationally there is no a priori

knowledge of detonation locations and lapse time between these

events; i.e., space and time must be considered, the effects

cannot be modeled until a detailed study of the statistical

characteristics are made.

Again the basic data to analyze the interactive event

is contained in the text, and the reader may analyze any

particular event.

I1

1 /
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PART 3
VEHICULAR DUST OBSCURANT MODEL

Note: The basic work was performed under sponsorship of the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency and is incorporated herein
for completeness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Experience has shown that military tracked vehicles and wheeled

vehicles raise considerable dust as evidenced at Ezoving Grounds and in

combat areas. Under some conditions, the generated obscuration creates a

serious problem for offensive systems. We will consider this problem of

vehicle dust obscuration.

Ground vehicles can raise loose surface material (dust, water, etc.).

The atmospheric loading of chis materi;l is d&:pendent on the type of vehicle,

vehicle speeds, fender arrangement, etc. For dust, we must add the soil

type, soil cohesiveness, grain size, and related factors. The launching

speed and angle in combination with atmospheric conditions, wind speed, and

stability, will affect the dust cloud behavior. For example, particles of

<i 7 jim launched at a minimum speed of -7 m/sec will be transported with air-

flow motion; larger particles are ptupagated by a process called saltation.

The latter is a looping action where the particle impacts the soil and

launches additional soil particles.

The quantity and quality of data on dust created by vehicles are

extremely limited; that is, there are no real controlled experiments nor

sufficient statistical data to generate a comprehensive model. Further, the

soil types are limited, namely, to those of Army Proving Grounds. The

general configuration of the vehicle will affect the dust cloud geometry.

For the available data, this parameter has not been specifically defined

except in a general sense, i.e., light or heavy wheeled, heavy track. Never-

theless, an attempt has been made here to provide several algorithms to

permit an estimate of vehicle dust.

-See Bagnold's Blown Sand & Desert Dunes (1934).
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2 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

First, to generate a dust cloud relatively loose, dry soil is required..

Second, the soil particle size distribution affects not only the attenuation

coefficient but also the dust concentration lofted into air and staying

aloft. In Fig. 1 is presented the relation between concentration and p,

percent by weight of particles with d < 74 .im, where the areas define the

cloud visibility at - 25 ft from the source. We see if p : 10%, there is

unrestricted visibility except for high concentration. On the other hand,

if p Z 24%, the visibility reduces to = 0 ft. This is understandable since

the more loose powder in the surface and subsurface layers, the denser the

dust cloud. Thus we suggest Fig. I is a general plot which may, however,

differ somewhat for a specific situation.

In Part 2, Table 6, we presented the particle size fractions at

several US Army facilities. The fraction of particles _74 um falls into

the category of dust cloud potential. Similarly, we have shown that at

Grafenwohr the soil has been sufficiently pulverized at a number of sites

to allow dust cloud generation. Of course, the soil should be relatively

dry to be conducive for dust making. It should be noted that clay soils

tend to have large particle sizes (MMD= 650 ýim) and high cohesiveness

when wet. Therefore, the !ikelihoo; for dust generation differs radically

depending on locale.

From Fig 1 we can estimate that the photopic extinction coefficient

(in m 2/g) will vary significantly; see Table 1.

TABLE I

EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION p

p(%. < 74 1.11 •e (M2/g)

>21 >0.93

9-21 <0.093-0.93

<9 >0.093

178
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VISIBILITY < 50'

• > .93 m 2/g

VISIBILITY 500' 100'

.093 < ae < .46 m2 /g

10~

0-.

10- 2

VISIBILITY - NO LIMIT

ae < .093 m2/g

10 3i

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

* PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION (% < 75 r)

Figure i. Visibility Zones as a Function of Concentration and p
Msia4s of £xcinction Coefficients Are Provided)
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It should b.• noted that for typical soil p - 13% and, therefore, a = .46 m2/g

is a valid number. The spread in Table I is very interesting; it shows an

order-of-magnitude difference in extinction coefficient; see Part 2.

Next, we analyzed the concentration as a function of distance for

heavy wheeled and heavy-tracked vehicles, where the vehicle speeds were

between 15 and 35 mph and heary dust conditi-as existed. The expressions

are given below where the concentration is constant from vehicle axis to

edge (halfwidth).

Wheeled Vehicle:

C (g./m3) 6.9489/d5.32 (1)

Heavy Track:

C (g/m 3 525.3/d2.367 (2)

where d is the distance in meters from the vehicle velocity vector and is a

vehicle width/2. When the surface dust is light, the values are reduced by

an order of magnitude.

Lastly, we have reduced a set of data for heavy-vheeled vehic!, in

light soil that related the number of vehicles in a convoy, vehii e speed,

duration of dust, and distaxvze from vehicle route, i.e., N, u (mph. c (see),

and d (ft), respectively.

The general form of the expression is

q/t W(N/t) 1 - a- 3 u/d ( O
asy

where E is an empirlcal determined constant. The prelimi.rary values of (N/t)

as)ymptotic, i.e., limiting value, and 3 are
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Vehicle Type Soil Tye (110asy

Heavy Wheel Light/Moderate 0.2 1.8
Light Track Moderate 0.24 2.86
Light W;heel Light 0.14 2.0
Heavy Track Heavy 0.28 5.0

The soil types are defined as follows:

Light p < 5%

Moderate p < 9%

Heavy p > 10%

One should note that c and d are positive (non-zero), Lastly, the

effect of wind is minor and included in the above, i.e., for winds < 5 m/sec.

The several expressions given above provides an initial approach to

the modeling of vehicle dust. Basically, the visual observation produced

by generated dust has a duration comparable to the time 1e vehicle passes

through the line of sight. Secondly, the extrapolation to another wavelength,

\, the required concentration, would have to be increased (decreased)

directly proportional to the ratio of the extinctior. coefficients. Finally,

the above algorithms are valid to cloud heights of 3 m.

(I
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MODEL STRUCTURE

To apply the above expressions, we suggest the following procedure.

Inputs:

Vehicle Speed - u (mph)

Vehicle Type - whP1'.d or tracked

Vehicle Size - light, heavy

Soil Condition - light, heavy

Soil Type - p, %. wt of particles (d ýS 74 wm)

Number of Vehicles - N

Stepsý

1. If the soil is either wet or u < 10 mph or p < 90%, then

the concentration - 0.

2. Establish value of p, soil condition, location from source

edge d, type of vehicle.

Enter Eqs. I and 2 and find concentration. (Note: g/m a

35 gift3

If concentration < 105 8/ft 3 and d Z 15 it, terminate.

If concentration > 10-5 g/ft 3 find C vs. d. C * L is

determined by geometry.

3. To find transmission:

Multiply C * L by appropriate extinction coefficient. UI

the region of interest is the photo.ic, then enter Fig.

and find visi)hility range.

4. To find the duration:

Enter Eq. 3 with N, u. and d and (Nit) and 6 and

co~puce t.

'1
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APPENDIX A

MUNITIONS CHARACTERISTICS
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Table A2

Some Smoke Generators and Pots

Smokke ype Fill Fill 't/Flow Rate

SmoKe Generat. 3r Fog Oil 25-50 ga7/hr

Smoke Pot AN-M7 1 Fog Oil (SGF)
AN-M7Ai Fog Oil (sGF)

Smoke Pot M HC 10.0
I ABC-M5 HC 3.0

Air Smoke ?ot M4A2

.able A3
UK Grenades

Smoke Burn
Screen Range lime Time
T~e (in) (sec) Source Smoke sec,,
L3A1,2,3,4 70 (grd) 55-75 Point White

I ground

A 70 (grd) 30-50 )Point Green
grount

.(L72 120 (grd) 30-50 Point Green
ground

;(LSEl 30 60-90 8 m air, r
. ground bu ty rI oer

•A L kE . ,r i air.
(for LiIA ground ,reen

•N J.K 3-1O Green

II

I

,I Si i i m i m m | m | m i | m m
iI



APPENDIX B

A STABILITY CLASSIFICATION BASED ONI HOURLY AIRPORT OBSERVATIONS
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A StO~3:: C.LkSS 77::CA:t T 3SZAST-: 0%

This sy!scam of class~i.Evig s:abiI-Iy on art hou:1 basis fýor researc-

in air ;oUlu:±on is based upon :ork acc~mplishad b7 Ir. T.

Pasquill of che Bricish M~etecrologIcaI. Offic4e (see reference 1 ofý

tez:) . Stabi.itcy near the ground is dependent prIa=riIy uporn

net radiation. and wind speed. ';i:houtch :ia £ utace of clouds,

izsclacioon (incoming radiation) during :he day ts dependent

upon solar ali.::ude, which is a fuc nof time of: d&7 and

time of year. 'Irnn clouds exisc, chai~r cover and :b*ickness

decrease incoming and ouzgoingS radiation. Z-a this syscea

iasola:ion ts estimated b7 solar alzictude and =odi44ed -or

existing condi:±ons of total cloud cover and cloud ceiling

height. kc zig~ic, estimates of oucgoing radiacion are =ade

by considering cloud cover. !.his stabilit:y casf co

system has been made comqlacely objeccive so that =n electronic

cOmPuter. car. be used to Cn=Puce scabiliCy classes. :ý% 3cabili4:y

classes are as follows: CM) Extremely t'nsable. (3) Unstable,

(C) Slightly Umscable, (D) 41*ucr~sl, (V) Slig::y Scab_!e,

5:abi-liy class as a function of wtad speed =4d n:%a zadiaO.

'.ý'e net :asi4n.ZdeX r ande$ ercm 44, highes positive --at

.4diaclzn Cdi£r cc:ad zzwa:-- t :e grzund), tz -Z, h±i~hesc ntgacive

met :adtazioa (directed awa7 from the ea:th). Zrscabi-Ticy

occurs3 t:.h hig p~slzive no: radiac±on and lzw wind spetd.

stabillicy -r nqahigh negain-a radiacU~on and l1£h -.-_-d3

&--d nec =..codi:1ors vith cloudy skies or hL4jh wind s;,aeds.

7he met radiacian index used with vind speed to obta. -n stab.41--it

class is deca-ined by zhe !*"wing;7zced!ura:

has been ex:r::zod jrzr. an a~ticle bY .3nc e nce



(I.) :~.e:oaca c.',ud cover is !.0/10 and :he aeiling is less

than~ 7C9CO feet, use net radiation index4 equal. :o0 ý(-de:*-er day
or

(Z) 7or n'gt:±me (n!3;" is dafi~ed as the Pertzd from orne
Mcur before sunset to on~e hour a.4:er suinri.se):

a. 7-- total cloud covzer S4/10, use aeC radiation index

equal to -2.

b. Zf total COoud viver :o4/160, use net radiation izdex
equal to -1.

(3) For daytime:

A- 0eterMi~ne Cohe insolatioa class nu~ber as a i~:o
o3 soar al:±tude from :able 5-2.

b. .:Z tocall cloud co-er :S3/10, use thie net radiation iadax
ia '6al-e A.-1 corzespanding :o the iasolatiou class nixmbe-z.

C. Z! Claud coczer >510., modi!y the inolatIon class nuiner
~y ~o~±:~these sinc Stegs:

(1 la ilias 70C !z sbtr *

(3) .ocal cloud cover ecual ilsubtract I. (:%is
wi.Il ormly appl~y to ceilin-gs 70CO ft. since casas
with 110/10 coverage bel~ow 7000 fz. are considtzed

Z!) I nsolacton Cl.aus nuzer h.as not =er. f&-ed
bysteps Cl, :. r (3) above. as= .dfa

class nu~b4tr *ua to insclacizz tclass rtuber.

f (o) U34 : te".: d~ indeax in a4bld 8-L

tO th~e =diiit.4 alsa.aicm± 0.a
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APPENDIX 0

r.ONT:NUOUS VALUýES FOR PLU.;ME D:SPcERS:QON PARAMET6ERS PLUME HEIGHT
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": Table :0 of ?art 1 we have defined the vertica: rise as 2.73 -

A • x, where A depends upon ?asquil! categorl. For modeL'vg purpu.ses we

have proposed a fixed va.ue for each cacegory. Actually the para=eter

varies continuous>:; with mean wind speed, u, for va.ues < 5 zsec.

A:though smoke nor7aLL: i' not. discharged when u < _ t,/sec because the

horizonal :overage I~s .ow, -,-r :rmpleteness we pres.int the value of A

.or 0.5 <. u 5 m, sec (Fig. C.'). Similarly, we provided an estimate o:

the continuous values for the lateral dispersion, y . + 3 X.
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0.4
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0
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APPZNO'kX 0

ACE2IONAL CRATERING CATA



The US Army, Waterways Experimental Station, analyzed the available

data through 1960 and reported the results in Ref. 1. The data included

results from various explosives including shaped charges, various soils

and terrain conditions, and charge weighLs from ý I lb to 1O6 lb. The

results, in algebraic form, are given in Table D.1, where 'k scaled
1/ C

charge center location in units of ft/charge weightI/3. It should be

noted that the 31 values for the crater radii and depths vary between

1.5x to 4x the mean value.

In this appendix several nomographs, Figs. D.1 and D.2, are reproduced

here from Ref. 1 that show the differences between wet and dry soil types.

Additional data are provided in Tables D.2 and D.3 and Figs. D.3 and

D.4.

•US Army, Waterways Experiment Station (TWES), Analysis of Crater Data,
Technical Report 2-547, Report 2, June 1961.
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Experiment Station (WES), Analysis of Crater Data, Technical
Report, 2-547, Report 2, June 1961.
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